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ⲎⰂⰦ
檜͑潭檸伨͑嘌尐喼͑叜槑
㧻㞶㧎㦚G⚪GṖ㩫G䔏䧞G㧻㞶㧎㦮G⳾✺㦖G㫛㫛G˄⌊ṖG⋮㦮G㧻㞶G㞚㧊⯒G▪G㧊㌗G☢⽒G㑮㠜ỢG♮ⳊG㠊⠑
ỢG♮⋮f˅G⧒⓪G㰞ⶎ㦚G䞿┞┺UG㧻㞶㧎㦚G☢⽊⓪Gộ㦖G㠎㩲⋮G㓓㰖G㞠㦒⋮G䔏䧞G⹎⧮⯒G㥚䞲G㭖゚⯒G䟊
⚦⓪Gộ㦖G▪㤇G▪G㠊⩺㤊G㧒㧛┞┺U
㧊G㺛㧦㢖G㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䞲G⹎⧮G㍺ἚG㺛㧦⓪G㡂⩂G㍶䌳㰖⯒G㍺ⳛ䞮⸖⪲㖾G㧒㦚G㫖▪G㏦㓓ỢGⰢ✲⓪Gộ㦚G
⁎G⳿㩗㦒⪲G䞮ἶG㧞㔋┞┺UG㯟SG㧊G㺛㧦⓪G㧒㩗㦒⪲G㧻㞶Gⶎ㩲⯒Gἶ⩺䞲G⹎⧮G㍺Ἒ⓪Gⶒ⪶SG㧻㞶㧎GṖ
㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㦚G☢⽊⓪G◆G⽊䍂㧊G♮☚⪳G㔶䌗㦚G㧊㣿䞮⓪G⻫㠦G╖䟊㍲☚G┺⬾ἶG㧞㔋┞┺UG⡦䞲G㧊G㺛
㧦⓪G㠊⠑ỢG櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您梹͑昈珩㦚G㥚䞲G㌞⪲㤊G㏢✳G⽊㫆GO㌂䣢G⽊㧻G⽊䤞G㑮╏PGⳊ㩲G㫆䂮ṖG㭧
㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦚G⚪GṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦✺㦚G☚㤎G㑮㧞⓪㰖㠦G╖䟊㍲☚G㍺ⳛ䞮ἶG㧞㔋┞┺U

檜͑潭檸岤͑檜槑碀兘͑欬棸͑
檜͑潭檸棸摄͑棠儱碀喼͑撴堅͑怜殘棸͑嘨碄͑叜槑檜͑僨碀͑夸喼͑櫍梈檠棸侴͑碜嘡址喼͑注檀͑椔您喼͑
Centrelink 夸喼͑Department of Veterans’ Affairs (DVA)檀͑撴堅͑怜殘͑檸俑棸͑氨碑嗰嘌͑͟櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您
梹͑昈珩橬͑摌峥碀兘͑欬棸͑昈珩͑摌峥͑嘨揩檸伨͑櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您梹͑昈珩͑億欽(13 盀檜注͑潠殘)棸摄͑榼傔碀
喼͑氹泅檀͑櫍梈͑檠檠注 Centrelink 叀 DVA棸͑祽檠碜梤͑碑嗰嘌. 㧻㞶㧎㧊G˄㭧㯳G㧻㞶˅㩫㦮⯒G㿿㫇㔲䋺
㰖Gⴑ䞶Gἓ㤆G㏢✳G⽊㫆GⳊ㩲G㫆䂮⯒G㦚G㑮㠜₆G➢ⶎ㧛┞┺U
檜͑潭檸喼͑櫍梈檠橬͑樬碄͑张嫀͑摌俬棸摄͑歄倝碀喼͑欽怜棸͑檀侘碀倈͑檰旝嗰嘌. 㧊G㺛㧦⯒GⲒ㩖G㧓㠊㟒䞮
⓪G㧊㥶⓪G㧊G㺛㧦ṖG㞚⧮㢖Gṯ㦖G⌊㣿㦚G┺⬾ἶG㧞₆G➢ⶎ㧛┞┺a
 ⹎⧮⯒G㥚䞲GἚ䣣㦚G㰚㩚㔲䋺ἶG㧊䟟䞮⓪G⻫㦚G䙂䞾䟊Gἶ☚㦮G㰖㤦ὒG⽊㫆⯒G䞚㣪⪲䞮⓪G㌂⧢✺
㦚G㥚䞲G㨂㌆G㩫ⰂGG㩲ὋὒGὖ⩾䞲G㍶䌳㰖⯒GỖ䏶䞮ἶbG
 ⻫⮶GGἓ㩲G㧦ⶎ㦚G㠑⓪G⻫㦚G䙂䞾䞮㡂GἚ䣣㦚G㔺䟟䞶G⻫㦚Gἆ㩫䞶G➢GṲ㧎ὒGṖ㫇G⳾⚦㠦ỢG
㌳䞮⓪Gⶎ㩲✺㠦G╖䟊G┺⬾ἶG㧞㦒Ⳇb
 䤚ἂ㧎G㑮㣿G㔲㍺ὒG䅖㠊G㢋㎮㧊G㠊⠑ỢG‖䞮㦮G⓻⩻G⻪㥚㠦G㡗䟻㦚G⹎䂮⓪㰖㠦G╖䞲G㩫⽊⯒G㩲Ὃ
䞮Ⳇb
 㰖㤦G㿪ṖG㩫⽊⯒G㠑㦚G㑮㧞⓪G㡆⧓㻮⯒G㞢⩺㭣┞┺.
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1

檜͑潭檸喼͑嘐注͑檤彀欩檠͑欽怜峴橬͑歄倝碀廨宄͑檜嬔碄͑欽怜伨͑僨碀棸侴͑棜壈碄͑椩磍橬͑张熈注喼͑僨碀
伨͑咻椔檰喼͑傔濜欩檠͑揩禑棸͑塘媤͑嘔媤泹嗰嘌͟G㠊ⓦG㧊GṖ㧻GⰤ㧊G䟊╏♮ἶG㭧㣪䞲G㰖⓪GṖ㩫Ⱎ┺G
㌗╏䞲G㹾㧊ṖG㧞㔋┞┺UG㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㧊⧒G䞶㰖⧒☚Gἶ⩺䟊㟒G䞶G⓻⩻G㑮㭖㦖Gṗ₆G┺⯛┞┺UG㧊㣿Ṗ⓻
䞲G㧦㤦ὒGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦G㧻㞶㧎㦮G㦮ἂ㦖Gṗṗ㦮G䅖㧊㓺Ⱎ┺G┺⯛┞┺.
徽岈檜叀͑禴俬͑͝俥歄͑欬幠伨檀͑殘棠橬͑傔碀注͑桲橨͑潬 3欰棸͑歄昄坄͑櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您梹͑昈珩͑泅摄͑搀破
橬͑揔槑碜摄喼͑桰坑嗰嘌. 㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦖GṖ㫇ὒG䔏䧞G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦚G㿿䧞Gἶ⩺䞲G㨂㌆G㍺Ἒ
㦮G䞲G㦒⪲㍲G㧊㣿G♮㠊㪎㟒G䞿┞┺UG㩚ⶎṖ㦮G㫆㠎㦚G㠑㦚G㑮㧞⓪G㡆⧓㻮㢖G₆䌖G┺⯎G㩫⽊G㿲㻮
⓪㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䞲G⹎⧮G㍺ἚG㠦G㧦㎎䧞G㍺ⳛ♮㠊G㧞㔋┞┺U

檜͑潭檸檀͑佄榼
1㩞SG昈珩値͑橈棠櫍檀͑堙櫍檠幤値͑傔摙榼撴㠦㍲⓪G㔶䌗ὒG㥶㠎㧻㦚G㠎 䞶G➢G㌂㣿♮⓪G䚲䡚ὒG⁎G㦮⹎
⯒Gἶ㺆䞿┞┺UG⡦䞲G㠊⠑ỢG㔶䌗㧊G㤊㡗♮⓪G㰖⯒G㑮䌗㧦㢖G㧻㞶㧎㦮Gὖ㩦㠦㍲GṚ⨋䧞G⧒⽊⓪G䞲䘎G
㔶䌗ὒGὖ⩾䞲G⻫⮶G䣢Ἒ㌗㦮G䞚㣪㫆ỊSG⽊ἶG㦮ⶊSG㎎㩲㌗㦮Gⶎ㩲✺㠦G╖䟊㍲☚GṚἆ䧞G┺⬾ἶG㧞㔋
┞┺U
2㩞SG櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您梹͑昈珩値͑揔禴͑怜櫍㠦㍲⓪G㏢✳G㫆㌂㢖G㧦㌆G㫆㌂GO㌂䣢G⽊㧻G㑮╏㧊⋮G⽊䤞G㑮╏
㧊G㌳䞶G➢G㩗㣿♾PGṖG㠊⠑ỢG㔶䌗㠦G㩗㣿♮⓪G㰖G⁎ⰂἶG櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您梹͑昈珩㠦G╖䞲G䢎㭒G㩫㦮G
ῂ㌗㦒⪲䎆G㌳䞮⓪GⳊ㩲G㫆䂮㠦G╖䟊㍲☚G㌗㎎䧞G┺⬾ἶG㧞㔋┞┺U
3㩞SG搀破ͫ͑櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您梹͑昈珩͑泅摄⓪G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗G㯳㍲㦮G㌮䝢⪲㍲SG㔶䌗㧊G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G
㟧G㔶䌗G⻫′㦮G䞚㣪G㫆Ị㦚G㿿㫇㔲䋺⓪G◆GↃG䞚㣪䞲G䟃⳿✺㦚G╊ἶG㧞㔋┞┺UG⡦䞲G㠊⠑ỢG⁎G⻫′
✺㧊G㤊㣿♮⓪㰖㢖G▪㠊G㧊⩂䞲G⻫′✺㧊G㧊G㺛㧦㦮G┺⯎G㠦㍲G┺⬾ἶ㧞⓪Gⶎ㩲✺ὒG㠊⠑ỢG㌗
䢎Gὖ⩾♮㠊G㧞⓪㰖㠦G╖䟊㍲☚G㍺ⳛ䞮ἶG㧞㔋┞┺UG

欨效͑俥樬棸͑嘨碄͑嶯伨注͑榼欸
唬伨͑檜͑潭檸岤͑檥棜梤͑碀叀榼Ͱ
㧊G㺛㧦㠦㍲G┺⬾㠊㰖⓪G⌊㣿㦖GỆ㦮G╖G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦮G⳾㢖Gὖ⩾㧊G㧞㦒⸖⪲G㡂₆㍲GⰦ䞮⓪G
˄‖䞮˅G⓪G₆⽎㩗㦒⪲G⳾㧛┞┺UG⁎⩂⋮G☯㔲㠦G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㠦ỢG䡲䌳㦚G㩲Ὃ䞮⩺⓪G⁎G㦮GṖ㫇Gῂ
㎇㤦㧊⋮G䂲ῂ✺㠦Ợ☚G☯㧒䞲G㤦䂯㧊G㩗㣿♿┞┺U
泰幠値͑嘝忨
㧊G㺛㧦㠦㍲G┺⬾⓪G㰞ⶎ✺㦖G⳾⋮GṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦✺㧊Gὖ⩾㧦㭧G㧻㞶㧎㧊G㧞㦚G➢G㨂㌆G㩫Ⰲ㠦G╖䟊G㰞
ⶎ䞮⓪Gὒ㩫㠦㍲GṖ㧻G㧦㭒Gⶑ⓪Gộ✺㧛┞┺U
櫍梈楨͑氹泅͑櫍梈
㏢✳G⽊㫆GⳊ㩲G㫆䂮ṖG⽎Gⰻ⧓G(13䗮㧊㰖G㺎㫆) 㠦㍲G㩫㦮♮⓪G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㠦ỢG㩲Ὃ♮⓪Gộ㧊⸖⪲G㧊G
㣿㠊ṖG㧦㭒G㌂㣿♿┞┺U
⁎⩂⋮SG⻫′㌗㦮G㩫㦮⪲䎆⓪G氹泅㧊G㞚┢G㧻㞶㧎㦚G⚪G⳾⋮G⁎G㦮G㌂⧢✺☚GⰞ㺂Ṗ㰖⪲G㨂㌆G㩫
ⰂG⻫㦒⪲㍲㦮G㔶䌗G㍺Ⱃ㧊⋮G㥶㠎㧻㦚Gἶ⩺䟊G⽊㞚㟒G䞿┞┺U
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㧻㞶㧎✺G㭧㠦⓪G┺⯎G㌂⧢㦮G☚㤖㠜㧊☚G㧦₆G㧦㔶㦮Gἓ㩲Gⶎ㩲㢖G䅖㠊SG㑮㣿G㔲㍺Gⶎ㩲⯒G㓺㓺⪲G䟊
ἆ䞶G㑮㧞⓪G㌗╏䞲G⓻⩻㦚GṖ㰚Gἓ㤆☚G㧞㦒⸖⪲G㧊⩂䞲G㌂⧢✺㠦Ợ⓪G㧊G㺛㧦㠦㍲G┺⬾⓪G⌊㣿㧊G䞚
㣪䞮㰖G㞠㦚G㑮☚G㧞㔋┞┺U

撴堅͑怜殘͑強͑揔禴͑怜櫍͑͝怜称͑敀嘡
㧊G㺛㧦⓪, 2006⎚ 9㤪20㧒㠦G㔲䟟♲GⳊ㩲G㫆䂮⯒G㍺ⳛ䞶G➢G˄㏢✳G⽊㫆˅G㦚G㠎 䞿┞┺UG㧊G′㩫㦖
DVA㢖GCentrelink㠦㍲G㰖 䞮⓪G䡲䌳㠦☚G☯㧒䞮ỢG㩗㣿♿┞┺UG⁎⩂⋮G㧊G㺛㧦⓪GṚἆ䞲G㍺ⳛ㦚G㥚䟊G
㭒⪲G㏢✳G⽊㫆⧒⓪G䚲䡚㦚 CentrelinkṖG㰖 䞮⓪G㌂䣢⽊㧻G㑮╏ὒ DVAṖG㰖 䞮⓪G⽊䤞G㑮╏G⳾⚦⯒G
┺⬾⓪G◆G㌂㣿䞮ἶG㧞㔋┞┺UG
櫔揘͑強͑儰欬͑͝檸揘
㧊G㺛㧦㠦㍲⓪GṲ㧎㧊⋮G㔶䌗㦮G㨂㌆㦚G˄㧦㌆˅G⡦⓪G˄㨂㌆˅㧊⧒ἶG⯛┞┺UG˄㨂㌆˅G㧊⧖G┾㑲䧞G➛㧊⋮G
☯㌆Ⱒ㦚G㦮⹎䞮㰖⓪G㞠㔋┞┺UG㯟SG⁞㩚㧊⋮G㭒㔳G⁎G㦮G┺⯎G䡫䌲㦮G㧦㌆☚G䙂䞾䞿┞┺U
昈珩値͑橈棠櫍ͫ͑僨碀檀͑搅欬͑夸喼͑揔崅碄͑秬棸͑峰子
㧊G㺛㧦⓪G㔶䌗㠦G㽱㩦㦚G⚦ἶG㧞⓪◆SG⁎G㧊㥶⓪G㏢✳G⽊㫆GⳊ㩲G㫆䂮ṖG㔶䌗㦮GⲪ䃊┞㯮㦚G䐋䟊G₆⓻
䞮₆G➢ⶎ㧛┞┺U
‖䞮⓪G㌳㩚G㔶䌗㦚G㍺Ⱃ䞮Ệ⋮G㥶㠎㧻㦚G䐋䟊G‖䞮㦮G㌂䤚㠦G䣾⩻㧊G㌳䞮⓪G㥶㠎G㔶䌗㦚G㍺Ⱃ䞶G㑮
㧞㔋┞┺UG㌳㩚G㔶䌗㧊✶G㥶㠎G㔶䌗㠦GὖἚ㠜㧊G㩗㣿♮⓪G⻫′㢖Gἶ⩺䟊㟒䞶G㌂䟃✺㦖G☯㧒䞿┞┺U
㧊G㩦㦖G㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䞲G⹎⧮G㍺Ἒ㺛㧦㠦G▪G㧦㎎䧞G㍺ⳛ♮㠊G㧞㔋┞┺U
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1㩞
㔶䌗ὒG㥶㠎㧻㦮G❇㧻G㧎ⶒὒGῂ㎇G㣪㏢
㔶䌗㦖G㔶䌗㦚G☢⽊ἶGὖⰂ䞮⓪G敀珩檸㢖G⁎G㔶䌗㦒⪲䎆G䡲䌳㦚G⓪G敀檝檸Ṛ㦮G⻫㩗GὖἚ㧛┞┺UG
㔶䌗㦮G⽎㰞㦖G㑮䌗㧦ṖG㑮㧋㧦㦮G㧊㧋㦚G㥚䟊G㔶䌗㦮G㨂㌆㦚G☢⽊⓪G䞲䘎G䡚ⳛ䞮ἶG㔶㭧䞮ỢG䒂㧦䞮
ἶG㧊㣿䞮⓪G㑮䌗㧦㦮G㦮ⶊ㧛┞┺UG㑮㧋㧦⓪G㔶䌗㦒⪲䎆G㫆Ị㠦Gⳛ㔲♲G㧊㧋㦚G㠑㦚GῢⰂṖG㧞㦒ⳆG
䟊╏G㔶䌗㠦G╖䞲G㩫⽊G㑮䌗㧦ṖG㠊⠑ỢG㔶䌗㦚G㤊㡗䞮⓪G㰖㠦G╖䞲G㩫⽊⯒G㣪ῂ䞶GῢⰂ☚G㧞㔋┞┺U
㡂₆㍲G⏒㦮䞮ἶ㧞⓪G㔶䌗㦮G㫛⮮㠦G➆⯊⓪G㫆Ị㦖G⽊䐋G昈珩͑泅摄G⡦⓪G橈棠櫍ὒGṯ㦖Gⶎ㍲㠦㍲G㧦㎎
䧞G㍺ⳛ䞮ἶG㧞㔋┞┺U
昈珩͑泅摄⓪G䞚㣪⪲䞮⓪G⌊㣿㠦G➆⧒G┾㑲䞮Ệ⋮G⽋㧷䟊㰞G㑮㧞㔋┞┺UG㧊Gộ㦖G⻫⮶Gⶎ㍲⪲㍲G㌗㑶䞮
⓪G⌊㣿㦒⪲⓪aG
 ṖG㑮䌗㧦ṖG♮Ⳇb
 㑮㧋㧦ṖG♶G䞲G㌂⧢G⡦⓪G㡂⩂G㌂⧢✺b
 㠎㩲G㠊⠑ỢG㑮䌗㧦ṖG㑮㧋㧦㠦ỢG㧊㧋㦚G㩲Ὃ䞮ỢG♶G㰖b
 㑮䌗㧦ṖGἶ⩺䟊㟒G䞶G㩦✺b
 㑮䌗㧦㦮G₆䌖GῢⰂὒG㦮ⶊU
㯳㍲⪲G㔶䌗㦚G㍺Ⱃ䞮⓪G㌂⧢㦚G⽊䐋G梹囬檸⧒ἶG⯛┞┺UG梹囬檸⓪G㎎㩲㌗㦮G㧊㥶⪲G㫛㫛GὖἚ㠜Ệ
⋮G▪GⲒGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㧊G♮ⳆSG㑮㧋㧦ṖG♮㰖G㞠ἶG㧊G㩦㣎㠦⓪G㔶䌗ὒGὖἚG㠜⓪G㌂⧢㧛┞┺U
㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䞲G㔶䌗㦮Gἓ㤆G㧊G㌂⧢㦚G氤榼͑敀檝檸G⡦⓪G痡忬͑͝濓徰洠͑敀檝檸⧒ἶG⯛┞┺UG⁎G
㦮G㑮㧋㧦G㯟SG㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㧊G㌂ⰳ䞲G䤚G⋾㦖G㨂㌆㦚G⋮③G㧦ỿ㧊G㧞Ệ⋮G䟊╏G㔶䌗㦒⪲䎆G▪㧊㌗G☚
㤖㦚G䞚㣪⪲䞮㰖G㞠⓪G㌂⧢✺㦚G檼椔͑敀檝檸⧒ἶG⯛┞┺U
㔶䌗G㯳㍲㠦⓪G⡦䞲G樬珩檸G㯟SG㑮䌗㧦㢖⓪G⼚☚⪲G㌞⪲㤊G㑮䌗㧦⋮G㑮㧋㧦⯒G㰖ⳛ䞮Ệ⋮G䟊╏G㔶䌗㦮G
㫆Ị㦚G⼖ἓ䞾㦒⪲㖾G⁎G㔶䌗㠦G╖䞲G㌗╏䞲G㡗䟻⩻㦚G䟟㌂䞮⓪G㌂⧢㧊G㧞㔋┞┺UG㥚䌗㧦⓪G⽊䐋G㭧㯳G
㧻㞶㧎㦮G⳾⋮GṖ₢㤊G䂲㻯㧊G♮ⳆG㨂㌆㦚G䟊╏G㔶䌗㠦G₆䞿┞┺U
㔶䌗㠦G₆♲G㨂㌆㦚G檸怠㧊⧒G⯊ⳆG㔶䌗㦖G⽊䐋G⁎G㧦⽎㦚G䏶╖⪲G㏢✳㦚G㠑⓪G◆SG㏢✳㠦⓪G☯
㌆G㧚╖SG㦖䟟G㡞⁞㠦G⓪G㧊㧦SG㭒㔳G⺆╏⁞G❇㧊G䙂䞾♿┞┺UG
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檸橈͑櫔嫱͑昈珩㦮Gἓ㤆G㑮䌗㧦⓪G┺㟧䞲G㌂⧢✺G㭧Gῂ㠦ỢG㧊㧋㦚G㩲Ὃ䞶Gộ㧎㰖SG㠒Ⱎ⋮G㩲Ὃ䞶Gộ
㧎㰖⯒Gἆ㩫䞶G㑮㧞⓪Gῢ䞲㧊G㧞㔋┞┺U
橈棠͑昈珩㦖G㥶㠎㧻䞮㠦G㍺Ⱃ♲G⳾✶G㔶䌗㦚G㦮⹎䞿┞┺UG⁎⩂⋮G㌂⧢✺㦖G㧊G㣿㠊⯒G▪G⽎㰞㩗㦒⪲G䔏
㑮䞲G䡫䌲㦮G㔶䌗G㯟SG㎎㩲㌗㦮G㧝㩦㦚GṬ⓪G㥶㠎㧻䞮㠦㍲G㍺Ⱃ♮⓪G㔶䌗㦚GⰦ䞶G➢G㌂㣿䞿┞┺U
㥶㠎㧻㦚GⰢ✲⓪G㌂⧢㦚G橈棠檸O㡂㎇㦮Gἓ㤆G椔摙͑橈棠檸⧒ἶG⯊₆☚G䞮⋮SG㧊G㣿㠊⓪G⋾⎖G⳾⚦⯒G
䙂䞾P⧒ἶG⯛┞┺UG㥶㠎㧻㦖G橈棠͑侨檠͑泹碱檸O㡂㎇㦮Gἓ㤆G椔摙͑橈棠͑侨檠͑泹碱檸⧒ἶGⰂ₆☚G
䞾P⯒G䞲G㌂⧢G⡦⓪G⽋㑮⪲G㰖ⳛ䟊G㥶㠎㧦ṖG㌂ⰳ䞲G䤚G䟊╏G㥶㠎㧻㧊G䣾⩻㦚G㌳䞮☚⪳G䞿┞┺UG㥶㠎G
㔶䌗㦮Gἓ㤆㠦⓪G⡦䞲G㑮䌗㧦⯒G㰖ⳛ䞮ỢG♮⓪G◆SG㧊G➢G㑮䌗㧦⓪G㥶㠎GỖ㧎G㰧䟟㧦㢖G☯㧒䞲G㌂⧢㧊
Ệ⋮G┺⯎G㌂⧢㧊G♿┞┺U
㥶㠎㧦ṖG㌂ⰳG╏㔲G㏢㥶䟞▮G㨂㌆㦖G⁎G㥶㠎㧦㦮G橈揘㧛┞┺UG䟊╏G㥶㠎㧻䞮㠦㍲G㧊G㥶㌆㦚G⋮⓪G㌂
⧢✺㦚G㑮㧋㧦⧒ἶG⯛┞┺U

敀珩檸喼͑檀幜喼͑幜棯檠伨榼Ͱ
㔶䌗ὒGὖ⩾䞲GṖ㧻G䞚㑮㩗㧎GὖἚ⓪G㑮䌗㧦㦮G㺛㧚㎇㧎◆SG㯟G㑮䌗㧦⓪G䟊╏G㔶䌗㦮G㫆Ị㠦G㭖䞮㡂G㑮
㧋㧦㦮G㧊㧋㠦G⽋ⶊ䟊㟒G䞿┞┺U
Ⱒ㟓G㧦㥶㨂⨟G㔶䌗㧊⧒ⳊG䟟㥚G㡂㢖G⌊㣿㦚Gἆ㩫䞮⓪Gộ㦖G㑮䌗㧦㠦ỢG╂⩺㧞㦒⸖⪲G㧒㩗㦒⪲⓪G
㑮䌗㧦ṖG㠊ⓦG䔏㩫䞲G⻫㦒⪲G䟟☯䞮⓪Gộ㦚Gṫ㣪䞶G㑮㠜㔋┞┺UG┾SG㔶䌗G㯳㍲⋮G㥶㠎㧻G(15䗮㧊㰖G
㺎㫆) 㦮G㫆䟃㦚G䐋䞮㡂G㧊Gộ㦚G㠊ⓦG㩫☚⓪G䐋㩲䞶G㑮㧞㔋┞┺UG㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䞲G⹎⧮G㍺ἚG㺎㫆U
敀珩檸檀͑檀幜⯒GṚ⨋䧞G㩫Ⰲ䞮Ⳋa
 㔶䌗㦚G䟊╏G㫆Ị㠦G㭖䞮㡂G㤊㡗䞮ἶb
 㑮㧋㧦㦮G㧊㧋㦚G㥚䞮㡂G㩗㩞䞲Gゞ☚⪲G㔶䌗㦮G₆⁞㦚G㝎Gộ㧎ṖG⡦⓪G㨂㌆㦚G㧊㣿䞶Gộ㧎Ṗ⯒Gἶ⩺
䞮Ⳇb
 㔶䌗㦮G㨂㌆㦚G㔶㭧䧞G䒂㧦䞮ἶG䟊╏G㔶䌗㧊G╊ἶ㧞⓪G䂾㠦G㭖䟊G㤊㡗䞮Ⳇb
 㔶䌗G㨂㌆㠦㍲G䞚㣪䞲Gἓ゚⯒G㰖㿲䞮Ệ⋮G⌃゚䞮㰖G㞠ἶb
 䞚㣪䞮┺ⳊO㔶䌗㦮Gἓ゚⪲P㩚ⶎṖ㦮G㫆㠎O⻫⮶SGἓ㩲SG䣢ἚSG㦮⬢GG₆䌖P㦚Gῂ䞮Ⳇb
 㧦㌆G㦮ⶊSG㑮㧛SG㰖㿲㠦G╖䞲G⽊ἶ㍲⯒G㧧㎇䟊G䞚㣪䞶Gἓ㤆G㑮㧋㧦㠦ỢG㍺ⳛ䞶G㑮㧞☚⪳G㭖゚
䞮ἶb
 㑮㧋㧦ṖG㏢✳G⽊㫆G㧦ỿ㧊G㧞㦚Gἓ㤆 Centrelink ⡦⓪ DVA㠦G㩫⽊⯒G㩲Ὃ䞾U

敀珩檸檀͑傴峔喼͑幜棯檠伨榼Ͱ
㑮䌗㧦㦮GῢⰂ⪲⓪a
 㩗㩞䞲G䞲☚⌊㠦㍲G㔶䌗㦒⪲䎆Gὖ⩾Gἓ゚⯒G㿿╏䞮ἶb
 㧦㔶✺㦮GῢⰂ㠦G╖䟊G㕂ṗ䞲G㦮ⶎ㧊G㌳₎Gἓ㤆GSupreme Court㠦G㫆㠎ὒG䟻㦚G㣪㼃UG㭧╖䞲G㦮ⶎ
㧊⧖SG㡞⯒G✺㠊G㔶䌗G㯳㍲ṖG䚲䡚♲G㔳㧊G㞶ⰺ⳾䢎䞮Ệ⋮SGἆὒ㩗㦒⪲G㔶䌗㦮G′㩫㦚G㥚⺆䞮ỢG♶G
㑮☚㧞⓪G㠊⩺㤊G㍶䌳G㌂䟃㧊G❇㧻䞮Ệ⋮SG䟊╏G㔶䌗㧊G䘟⻪䞮㰖G㞠Ệ⋮G㌟┺⯎Gộ㦚G䞚㣪⪲䞶G➢❇
㧊G䙂䞾♾b
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 㔶䌗G㯳㍲G⡦⓪G㥶㠎㧻㧊G㑮䌗㧦㠦ỢG㰖O┾SG㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦮Gἓ㤆G㑮䌗㧦ṖG㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ
㎇㤦㧊⧒ⳊG䟊╏♮㰖㞠㦢: 14䗮㧊㰖G㺎㫆)䞮☚⪳Gⳛ㔲䞲Gἓ㤆G㧦㔶✺㧊G㩲Ὃ䞲G⏎☯㦮G╩Ṗ⯒G㔶䌗
㦒⪲䎆G㦢UG㑮䌗㧦㠦ỢG╩Ṗ⯒G㰖䞮⓪Gộ㦖Gⰺ㤆G䌖╏䞲G◆SG⁎G㧊㥶⓪G㑮䌗㧦㠦Ợ⓪G㡂⩂Ṗ㰖G
㺛㧚ὒG䞾℮GⰤ㦖G㔲ṚὒG⏎⩻㦚G✺㡂G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㠦ỢG㾲㌗㦮G㧊㧋㦚G㩲Ὃ䞮₆㥚䟊G䟊㟒䞶G㧒✺㦚G
ἆ㩫䞮₆G➢ⶎ㧚b
 㿪Ṗ⪲G㑮䌗㧦⯒G㰖ⳛ䞮Ệ⋮SG㤦⧮㦮G㑮䌗㧦ṖG㡃䞶㦚GἚ㏣䞮㰖Gⴑ䞶Gἓ㤆G㑮䌗㧦㦮G㠛ⶊ⯒G⍮Ỿ
㦚G㑮㧞⓪G㌞⪲㤊G㑮䌗㧦⪲G╖㼊䟊㟒G䞾U
㑮䌗㧦㦮GῢⰂ㢖G㦮ⶊ㠦G╖䞲GⰤ㦖G㦖GṗG㭒㦮G⻫′㠦G➆⧒G′㩲♿┞┺U

敀檝檸檀͑傴峔喼͑幜棯檠伨榼Ͱ
㑮㧋㧦㦮G⁒⽎㩗㧎GῢⰂ⪲⓪G㔶䌗㧊G䟊╏G㫆Ị㠦G㭖䞮㡂G㤊㡗♮ἶSG㑮㧋㧦ṖG䧂ⰳ䞶Gἓ㤆G㑮䌗㧦㠦ỢG
㍺ⳛ㦚G㣪ῂ䞶G㑮㧞⓪GῢⰂ㧛┞┺U
㑮㧋㧦⓪G㧦㔶㦮G䧂ⰳG㌂䟃㦚G䚲䡚䞾㦒⪲㖾G㑮䌗㧦㠦ỢG☚㤖㦚G㣪㼃䞶G㑮G㧞㦒⋮G㔶䌗G㯳㍲⋮G㥶㠎㧻
㧊G䠞㣿䞮㰖G㞠⓪G䞲G㑮䌗㧦㠦ỢG㠊⟺G䔏㩫䞲G㔳㦒⪲G㤖㰗㧊☚⪳Gṫ㣪䞶G㑮⓪G㠜㔋┞┺U
㑮㧋㧦⓪G㑮䌗㧦㠦ỢG㍺ⳛ㦚G㣪ῂ䞶GῢⰂṖG㧞㦒⋮SG㧒㩗㦒⪲⓪G㑮䌗㧦㦮Gἆ㩫G⻫㠦G╖䞲G㧊㥶₢
㰖G㍺ⳛ㦚G䟊G╂⧒ἶG㣪ῂ䞶GῢⰂ⓪G㠜㔋┞┺UG㑮㧋㧦ṖG䟊╏G㔶䌗㧊G㩗㩞䧞G㧊䟟♮㰖㞠ἶG㧞┺ἶG⹕⓪
┺ⳊG㧊G➢G⻫㤦㠦G☚㤖㦚G㣪㼃䞶G㑮㧞㔋┞┺UG┾SG㧊G⻫㦖G゚㣿㧊G䋂ỢG㏢㣪♮⸖⪲GṖ⓻䞲G䞲G䞒䞮⓪G
ộ㧊㫡㔋┞┺UG㧊G➢G㧻㞶㧎G㑮㧋㧦⓪G㿪Ṗ㩗㧎G☚㤖㦚G䞚㣪⪲G䞶G㑮☚G㧞㔋┞┺U
⁎⩝㰖G㞠㦒ⳊG㑮㧋㧦⓪G䟊╏G㔶䌗㦮G㧦㌆㦒⪲䎆G䡲䌳㦚GỢG♶Gộ㧊⋮G㑮䌗㧦⓪G㧻SG┾₆Gἶ⩺㌂䟃
㠦G╖䞲G‶䡫㦚G㥶㰖䟊㟒䞮⓪G◆G䔏䧞G㔶䌗㧊G┺⎚ṚG㰖㏣♮⓪Gἓ㤆⓪G▪㤇G⁎⩂䞿┞┺UG➆⧒㍲G䡚㨂G
㞚ⶊⰂG㫡㞚G⽊㧊⓪G㧒㧒㰖⧒☚G㰖⁞G╏㧻G㔶䌗㦮G㧦⁞㦚G⳾⚦G㖾⻚Ⰲ⓪Gộ㦖G䡚ⳛ䞮㰖Gⴑ䞿┞┺UG䡚㨂
㦮G☞㦚G⳾⚦G㌂㣿䟊G⋮㭧㠦G㑮䌗㧦㠦ỢG䢲㣿Ṗ⓻䞲G㧦㤦㧊G㩚䡖G⋾㰖㞠ỢG♶G㌗䢿㧊⧒ⳊG䔏䧞G▪G䡚ⳛ
䞮㰖Gⴑ䞿┞┺UG

椰
David㦖G䡚㨂G㔶㼊G㧻㞶⯒GṖ㰖ἶG㧞ἶG⁎G㧻㞶㦮G㩫☚⓪G⋮㧊ṖG✺㠊Ṧ㠦G➆⧒G▪G㕂ṗ䟊㰞Gộ㦒⪲G㡞
㌗♿┞┺UG⁎㠦Ợ⓪G䡫 Michael㧊G㥶㧒䞲G㑮䌗㧦⪲G♮㠊㧞⓪G㔶䌗㧊G㧞㔋┞┺UG㧊G㔶䌗㦖 David㧊G㌊ἶ
㧞⓪G㰧㦚G㏢㥶䞮ἶG㧞⓪◆ David㦖G㰧㦮G㧒⯒Gἶ䂮ἶG㕌㠊䞿┞┺U
Michael☚G㰧㦚Gἶ䂮ⳊG▪G⽊₆㫡ἶG㌳䢲䞮₆G䘎䞮⸖⪲G㑮Ⰲ䞮⓪Gộ㧊G㫡┺⓪G㩦㠦⓪G☯㦮䞿┞┺UG䞲
䘎SG㰖⁞G㰧㑮Ⰲ㠦G☞㦚G㝆ἶG⋮ⳊG⋮㭧㠦 David㧊GἚ㏣䟊㍲G㌊G㑮㧞☚⪳G㰧㦮G㌗╏䞲G㦚Gἶ㼦㟒G䞶G
➢G㩫㧧G㿿䞲G㧦⁞㧊G⋾㰖G㞠㦚Gộ㧊⧒ἶG㡒⩺䞿┞┺U
Michael㦖G㑮䌗㧦⪲㍲G㰧G㑮Ⰲ⯒G䞮㰖G㞠₆⪲Gἆ㩫䞿┞┺UG㧊Gộ㦖G䟊╏G㔶䌗G㯳㍲ṖG㌗㑶䞲G㑮䌗㧦㦮G
ῢⰂG⻪㥚㞞㠦G䟊╏♮ⳆG㑮㧋㧦㦮G㾲㌗㦮G㧊㧋㦚G㥚䟊G䟟☯䞲┺⓪G㤦䂯ὒ☚G㧒䂮䞿┞┺U

昈珩棸͑嘨碜摄喼͑棜壣侴͑摠儰橬͑崌兘叀榼Ͱ
㔶䌗㦖G㎎㩲㌗㦒⪲⓪G⼚☚㦮G⻫㩗Gῂ㫆⯒GṬ⓪Gộ㦒⪲G䀾 ♮⓪G◆G㯟SG㔶䌗㠦⓪G⁎G㧦㼊⪲G㎎㩲㌗
㦮G㺛㧚㧊G㭒㠊㰧┞┺UG㑮䌗㧦☚G㏢✳G㔶ἶ⯒G䟊㟒䞮ⳆG䞚㣪䞲GⰢ䋒G㎎⁞㦚G⌊㟒䞶G㦮ⶊṖG㧞㔋┞┺UG
㑮G䌗G㧦⓪G㔶䌗㦮G㧦㌆㠦㍲G㎎⁞㦚G⌒GῢⰂṖG㧞㔋┞┺UG㫛㫛G㏢✳㠦G⁒Ệ䟊G㎎⁞㦚G⌊㟒䞮⓪Gộ㧊G㔶
䌗㧊G♮ⳆG㎎⁞㦖G㏢✳㦚G㠑⓪G㑮㧋㧦ṖG⌊ỢG♿┞┺UG檜͑幠歄喼͑思櫉碀廨宄͑椔兘摄喼͑嘌尐注͑桲旝嗰
嘌͑͟摠歄揩檀͑幠歄棸͑嘨碄͑殘棠橬͑硬榼宄碈͑俥様喼͑欬幠伨棸侴͑幠檀碀昕昄楌͟
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㔶䌗㦮Gἓ㤆GṲ㧎G⋿㎎㧦㠦ỢG㩗㣿♮⓪G゚ὒ㎎G䞲Ἒ㩦㧊G䟊╏♮㰖G㞠㦒ⳆG⏨㦖G㎎㥾OṲ㧎G㾲ἶG㎎㥾P㧊G
㔶䌗㧊G㠑㦖G㏢✳GO㯟SG㞚㰗G㑮㧋㧦㠦ỢG⺆♮㰖G㞠㞮Ệ⋮G㑮㧋㧦⯒G㥚䟊G㌂㣿䞮㰖G㞠㦖G㏢✳PG㠦G╖䟊G
㩗㣿♿┞┺UG⁎⩂⋮SG㥶㠎㧻㦒⪲G㎇Ⱃ♲G㔶䌗G㯟S欬瓝欩檠͑礽琄檀͑敄敀碄͑橈棠͑昈珩㠦⓪G⽊䐋㦮GṲ㧎G
㎎㥾㧊G㩗㣿♿┞┺.
檜͑潭檸喼͑摠歄揩檀͑伩兘͑嘌岠͑傔殘棸͑嘨碄͑潔彀͑梹守橬͑嘌尐注͑桲旝嗰嘌͑͟檜͑揔桰橨͑徽岈強͑俥歄͑欬幠
伨堌檜͑嘜嘡碀喼͑椩椕檭嗰嘌͟
‖䞮ṖG㌊㞚㧞⓪G☯㞞G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦚G㍺Ⱃ䞶Gἓ㤆SG㤆㍶㦖G㏢㞷㦮G㧦㌆Ⱒ㦚G㥶㰖䞾㦒⪲㖾G㎎
㩲㌗㦮Gⶎ㩲⯒G䟊ἆ䞶G㑮㧞㔋┞┺UG┾SG㧊G➢G⋮Ⲏ㰖G㌗╏䞲G㞷㑮㦮G㧦㌆㦖G‖䞮㦮G㌂䤚G㥶㠎㧻㦚G䐋䟊G
₆䞶G㦮☚㧚㦚G䡖㟒G䞿┞┺UG㧊Gὒ㩫㦖G┺⯎G゚㣿㦚G☯䞶G㑮☚G㧞㦒⸖⪲G㔶䌗㦚G㍺Ⱃ䞮₆G㩚㠦G
㔶㭧䧞Gἶ⩺䟊㟒G䞿┞┺.

昈珩橬͑橈注碀喼͑嚘͑儠͑弾檀͑嘌岠͑慬槑檜͑堄叀榼Ͱ
㑮䌗㧦ṖG䣢Ἒ㌂⯒G⚦㠊G䣢ἚG㧻㢖G㏢✳G㔶ἶ⯒G䞮ỢG♮ⳊG⁎㠦G䟊╏䞮⓪G㑮㑮⬢ṖG㌳䞿┞┺UG㑮䌗
㧦ṖG䣢㌂㧒Gἓ㤆⓪G䟊╏G䣢㌂⯒G㍺ⰓG㥶㰖䞮⓪G◆G䞚㣪䞲G⻫⮶G䣢Ἒ㌗㦮G㑮㑮⬢ṖG㌳䞿┞┺UG
㧊⩂䞲G㫛⮮㦮G゚㣿ὒG㔶䌗G㍺Ⱃ㠦G➆⯊⓪G⻫⮶G⁎G㦮G┺⯎G㑮㑮⬢⓪G‖䞮ṖG㰖⁞G㔶䌗㦚G㍺Ⱃ䞶G
ộ㧎㰖SG⡦⓪G㥶㠎㧻㦚G䐋䟊G㔶䌗㦚G㍺Ⱃ䞶Gộ㧎㰖SG㞚┞ⳊG㩚䡖G㍺Ⱃ䞮㰖G㞠㦚Gộ㧎G㰖SG㠊⟶䞲G㧦㌆㦚G
㠎㩲G㔶䌗㠦G⍹㦚Gộ㧎㰖⯒Gἆ㩫䞮₆G㩚㠦G㩚ⶎṖ㢖G㌗㦮䟊Gἶ⩺䟊G⽊㞚㟒G䞶Gộ✺㧛┞┺U
㔶䌗㠦G╖䞲G▪G㧦㎎䞲G㩫⽊⓪G㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䞲G⹎⧮G㍺ἚG㺛㧦G㺎㫆U
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㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗ὒG㌂䣢G⽊㧻aG㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G
㔶䌗㦚G㥚䞲G㧒G′㩫ὒGⳊ㩲G㫆䂮
檤彀͑億欽
䢎㭒㦮G㌂䣢G⽊㧻G㩲☚⓪G䞚㣪㎇㠦G䌫㦚G⚦ἶG㧞㦒ⳆG㧦₆G㓺㓺⪲⯒G☢⽒G㑮㠜⓪G㌂⧢✺㦚G㥚䞲G㞞㩚
ⰳ㧊G♮☚⪳Gἶ㞞♮㠞㔋┞┺UG➆⧒㍲G㧊G㩲☚ṖGṖ㧻G䞚㣪⪲䞮⓪G㌂⧢✺㦚G☫₆G㥚䞮㡂G㏢✳G㫆㌂㢖G㧦
㌆G㫆㌂㦮G⚦GṖ㰖Gῂ㎇G㣪㏢⯒GṖ㰚GṖἚG㫆㌂⯒G㔺㔲䞿┞┺U
㑮⪏㧦㠦ỢG㰖 ♮⓪G㏢✳G⽊㫆G㞷㑮⓪G㥚㦮G⚦G㏢✳G㧦㌆G㫆㌂Gἆὒ㠦G➆⧒GἚ㌆♿┞┺UG⚦G㫆㌂㭧G
㏢✳G⽊㫆G⁞㞷㧊G⌄ỢG⋮㡾Gἆὒ⪲G㰖 G㞷㑮ṖGἆ㩫♿┞┺UG
ṖἚG㫆㌂G䞮㠦㍲⓪G㩲3㧦GṲ㧎G㔶䌗SG䣢㌂㠦G㩲Ὃ♮⓪G㯳㡂⯒G㠊⠑ỢG⧒⽒Gộ㧎Ṗ㠦G╖䞲G䔏⼚䞲G
′㩫㧊GⰞ⩾♮㠊G㧞㔋┞┺U
檜嬔碄͑億欽橨͑佄檠檜͑激碄͑揩禑棸͑塘媤͑思櫉碜͑泰͑敀檰旝嗰嘌͑͟檜嬔碄͑億欽檜͑僨碀楨͑僨碀檀͑昈珩͑夸
喼͑摌峥碀孌倈͑碀喼͑昈珩棸͑张熀喼͑椩磍棸͑嘨碜摄喼͑徽岈強͑俥歄͑欬幠伨檀͑檸幠橬͑傔碜梤͑碑嗰嘌͟
注儱͑梉敀岤͑眔碐碜͑噼͑檸摠碄͑欽怜喼͑伨兴槜͑Centrelink Customer Service Centre͑夸喼͑DVA͑揔幜撴
棸͑椘媥碀昕昄楌͑͟夸碄͑檜͑欽怜喼͑模揔檜痠͑www.centrelink.gov.au͑楨͑www.dva.gov.au棸摄囬͑棣橤昌͑
敀檰旝嗰嘌͟

櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您梹͑昈珩橬͑樬碄͑嶜歄͑殘熀
㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗ὒGὖ⩾䞲G㌞⪲㤊G⻫′⓪G㔶䌗㠦G㩗㣿♮⓪G′㩫㦮G㿿ỿ㦚G㭚㧚㦒⪲㖾G㭧㯳G㧻㞶
㧎㦚G㥚䟊G㧦㼊㩗㦒⪲Gⶊ㠎Ṗ⯒GⰞ⩾䞮⩺ἶG䞮⓪GṖ㩫㦚Gỿ⩺䞮⓪Gộ㦚G⁎G⳿㩗㦒⪲G䞮ἶG㧞㔋┞┺UG
㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦮G㩚㩗㧎G䀾㰖⓪G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䞲G㔶䌗㠦G㩗㣿♮⓪G⽊䐋㦮GṖἚG㫆㌂㠦G㡞
㣎G㫆䟃㦚GⰢ✺㠊⌊⓪Gộ㧛┞┺U
㧊Gộ㦖G㧶㨂㩗㦒⪲G㌗╏䞲G䔏ῢ㧊G♶G㑮㧞⓪◆G⁎G㧊㥶⓪G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎ὒG⁎GṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦✺㧊G㌂䣢G⽊
㧻G㑮╏㧊⋮G⽊䤞G㑮╏㠦G㦮㰖O⡦⓪GṖ₢㤊G⹎⧮㠦G㦮㰖䞶G㑮㧞㦢P䞮Ệ⋮G㧦㔶✺㦮G₆⁞㦚G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G
㟧G㔶䌗㠦G㧊㩚䞶Gἓ㤆G㧶㨂㩗㦒⪲G㏢✳G⽊㫆⯒G㦚G㧦ỿ㧊G㭒㠊㰖₆G➢ⶎ㧛┞┺U
䞲䘎SG㔶䌗㧊G㧊⩂䞲GⳊ㩲G㫆䂮⯒G₆G㥚䟊㍲⓪G彀堄昄G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㠦G㩗㣿♮⓪G′㩫㦚G㠚
ỿ䧞G㭖㑮䟊㟒G䞮ⳆG㧊G㩞㦮G⋮Ⲏ㰖G㠦㍲⓪G㧊G′㩫✺㧊G㠊⠑ỢG㤊㡗♮⓪G㰖⯒G㍺ⳛ䞿┞┺UGṖ㧻G
㭧㣪䞮Ợ⓪G㔶䌗㦖G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䞲G爨棜楨͑敀槑͑昄摌G㩲Ὃ㧊⧒⓪G橈檤碄͑巑欩㦒⪲G㍺ⰓG♮㠊㟒G䞿
┞┺UG⁎G㼁G㔲㧧㦖SG㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦚G㍺Ⱃ䞮₆G㩚㠦 Centrelink ⡦⓪ DVA㠦Gⶎ㦮䟊G㍺Ⱃ䞮⩺⓪G
㔶䌗㦮G╖㌗㧦ṖG㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦮G′㩫G(13䗮㧊㰖G㺎㫆) 㠦㍲G㣪ῂ䞮⓪╖⪲G˄㭧㯳G㧻㞶˅㧎㧎㰖
⯒G䢫㧎䞮⓪Gộ㧛┞┺U
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氹泅͑櫍梈檠橬͑樬碄͑嶜歄͑殘熀
撴堅͑殘揔
 㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦮G㧦㌆㦒⪲䎆G㠑⓪G㏢✳㦖G碜嘡͑昈珩檀͑敀檝檸棸͑嘨碄͑撴堅͑殘揔͑嘨揩棸喼͑
欩槑址注͑桲橴ͬ
 㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䞲G㑮㣿G㔲㍺㧊⋮G䅖㠊㠦G✲⓪G゚㣿㦚G㰖䞮₆㥚䟊G㔶䌗㧊G₆⁞㦚G㌂㣿䞶Gἓ㤆G⁎G
㧻㞶㧎㦮G㏢✳㦖G㏢✳G⽊㫆G㕂㌂G╖㌗㠦G㩗㣿♮㰖G㞠㦢U

檸揘͑殘揔
 㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㧊G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦮G㑮㧋㧦㧒Gἓ㤆SG㾲╖ $500,000₢㰖㦮Gὒ㎎G╖㌗G㧦㌆GOⰺ⎚G
ⶒṖ㰖㑮㠦G㡆☯PG㦖G㧦㌆G㫆㌂G╖㌗㠦G㩗㣿♮㰖G㞠㦢UG㯟SG㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦮G㏢✳G⽊㫆G㧦ỿ㠦⓪G㡗䟻㦚G
⹎䂮㰖G㞠㦢㦚G⦑䞾UG˄ὒ㎎G╖㌗G㧦㌆˅㦮G㦮⹎㠦G╖䟊㍲⓪Gwww.centrelink.gov.au 㢖 www.dva.gov.au
㠦㍲G㧒G㧦㌆G㫆㌂G′㩫G㦚G㺎㫆䞮Ệ⋮GṖ₢㤊 Centrelink Customer Service Centre ⡦⓪ DVA ㌂ⶊ
㏢㠦G㡆⧓䞮㕃㔲㡺U
 㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㧊GỆ㭒䞮⓪G㭒㣪GṖ㡻☚G㧦㌆G㫆㌂G╖㌗㠦G㩗㣿♮㰖G㞠㦒⸖⪲G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦖G
㽞ὒG㧦㌆㧊G㭒㣪G㑮㧋㧦㦮Gὒ㎎G╖㌗G㧦㌆㠦G䙂䞾♮₆G㩚㠦Gὒ㎎G╖㌗G㧦㌆㦮G㾲ἶ $500,000棸͑嚏
惁椔͑氹泅͑櫍梈檠檜͑侘氤碀喼͑伨楍₢㰖G㏢㥶䞶G㑮㧞㦢㦚G⦑䞾U

椰
2007⎚ 1㤪1㧒G䡚㨂G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㧎GCarol㦚G㥚䞲G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦖G$700,000㦮G㧦㌆㦚GṖ㰖
ἶ㧞ἶG㧊㢖⓪G⼚☚⪲G㑮㧋㧦㧎 Carol㦚G㥚䞲GṖ㡻㧊G㧞㔋┞┺UG㧊Gἓ㤆G㧦㌆G㫆㌂㠦G㩗㣿♮⓪G㧦㌆
㦖G㧦㌆G㫆㌂GⳊ㩲⻪㥚(2006⎚ 9㤪20㧒G䡚㨂 $500,000)⯒G⍮⓪G˄㽞ὒ˅G㞷G㧛┞┺UG㯟SGṖ㡻ὒG㧦㌆G㫆
㌂GⳊ㩲G⻪㥚㠦G䟊╏䞮⓪ $500,000㦚GヒἶG⋲G䤚G⋾㦖 $200,000㠦G╖䞮㡂G㧦㌆G㫆㌂G㕂㌂ṖG㧊⬾㠊
㰧┞┺U Carol㦖GṖἚG㫆㌂㌗G㥶㧒䞲GṖ㡻G㏢㥶㧦⪲G䘟Ṗ♿┞┺U Carol㦮G₆䌖Gὒ㎎G╖㌗G㏢✳ὒG㧦㌆
㠦G㭖䞮㡂 Carol㦮G㏢✳G⽊㫆G㰖 㞷㧊G㭚㠊❃┞┺U
 㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗G╖㌗㦮G㧦㌆G㫆㌂GⳊ㩲G㫆䂮⓪G㻮㦢㧎 2006⎚ 9㤪 20㧒G㔲㩦㠦㍲ $500,000⪲G
㍺㩫♮ἶGⰺ⎚GⶒṖG㰖㑮㠦G㡆☯䞮ⳆG⳾✶G㔲㩦㠦G㩗㣿♿┞┺UG➆⧒㍲G㧦㌆㧊G㌂㣿♲G䤚G㔶䌗㧊G┺㔲G
㧦㌆㦚G㺚㤢G⍹㠞㦚Gἓ㤆G㡂㩚䧞G㾲╖G䞲Ἒ㍶₢㰖GⳊ㩲G㫆䂮ṖG㩗㣿♿┞┺U
 㧦㌆G㫆㌂GⳊ㩲G㞷㧊GⶒṖG㰖㑮㠦G㡆☯䞮⸖⪲G㔶䌗㧊G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦮G㏢✳G⽊㫆G㰖 ⁞㠦G㡗䟻㦚G⹎
䂮㰖㞠ἶG⽊㥶䞶G㑮㧞⓪G㞷㑮☚Gⰺ⎚G╂⧒㰧┞┺U

椰
㠊ⓦG㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦖 2006⎚ 9㤪 20㧒G䡚㨂 $500,000㦮G㧦㌆㦚GṖ㰖ἶG㧞㔋┞┺.
2007⎚ 7㤪1㧒G䡚㨂G㧦㌆G㫆㌂GⳊ㩲G⻪㥚⓪GⶒṖ㠦G㡆☯䟊 $510,000㦒⪲G⏨㞚㪢㔋┞┺UG㧊G㔶
䌗㦖 $20,000㦮G㏢✳㦚G㠑ἶ $15,000㦚G㰖㿲䞲Gἆὒ 2007⎚ 7㤪 1㧒G䡚㨂G⽊㥶䞲G㧦㌆㦮GṖ䂮⓪G
$505,000㧛┞┺UG➆⧒㍲Gὒ㎎G╖㌗G㧦㌆㦖GⶒṖG㡆☯G䞲Ἒ㍶㧎 $510,000 ⹎Ⱒ㧊⸖⪲G㧊G㔶䌗㦮G
㠊⟶䞲G㧦㌆☚G㧦㌆G㫆㌂G′㩫䞮㠦㍲G㕂㌂♮㰖G㞠㔋┞┺U
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氹泅͑櫍梈檠檀͑泩俬͑伨殙͑傔摙槸橬͑樬碄͑嶜歄͑殘熀
泅椔摠͑嶜歄͑
 ῂ✶㰖G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㠦G㯳㡂䞶G㑮㧞㔋┞┺UG⁎⩂⋮G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㧎G㭒㣪G㑮㧋㧦㢖G⁎G䕢䔎
⍞㦮Gἓ㤆⓪G⁎G㯳㡂㦮G㿲㻮ṖG㡺㰗G㞚⧮㧒G➢ⰢGṖ⓻䞿┞┺a
– 㭒㣪G㑮㧋㧦ṖG㥶㠎㧻䞮㠦㍲G㧦㌆㦚G㞮Ệ⋮b
– 㩲1㹾G㑮㧋㧦ṖGῃ⹒G㡆⁞G㌂䤚G㑮╏㦚G㞮㦚G➢b
⁎ⰂἶG㭒㣪G㑮㧋㧦ṖG㧊G₆⁞㦚G㦖G䤚GZ⎚G㧊⌊㠦G䟊╏G㔶䌗㠦G㧊㩚䟊G⏩㞮㦚Gἓ㤆U
 㔶䌗㠦G㯳㡂䞮⓪Gộ㦖G㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㧊✶G⁎G㦮G┺⯎G㌂⧢㦒⪲䎆G㡾Gộ㧊✶G㌗ὖ㠜㧊Gⶊ㫆Ị
㩗㧊㠊㟒G䞮ⳆG⁎G ⪲G㠊⟺G⽊㌗㧊⋮G㧊㧋㦚G⧒㰖G㞠ἶG㧊⬾㠊㪎㟒G䞿┞┺U
 㯳㡂㎎GⳊ㩲⓪G㞚⧮㢖Gṯ㦖G㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦Ⱒ㧊G㧊㣿Ṗ⓻䞿┞┺a
– ㌂䣢G⽊㧻G㡆⁞㦚GἶGἶ⪏G㡆⁞G㡆⪏㠦G☚╂䟞Ệ⋮b
– ㍲゚㓺G㡆⁞G(service pension) 㦚GἶG⽊䤞G㡆⁞G(veteran’s pension) 㡆⪏㠦G㧊⯊⩖Ệ⋮b
– ⽊䤞G㏢✳G⽊㫆GṖ⁞G(veterans’ income support supplement) 㦚GἶG⁎G㰖 ⁞㦚G㦚G㧦ỿG㡆
⪏㠦G㧊⯊⩖㦚G➢U
 㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦮G˄㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦˅㧊⧖a
– ⳾ (㟧⳾㢖G㦮G⳾G䙂䞾)
– 18㎎G⹎ⰢG㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦮G⻫㩗G䤚ἂ㧎G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㧊 18㎎G⹎Ⱒ㧊㠞㦚G➢G⻫㩗G䤚ἂ㧎㧊㠞▮G
㌂⧢
– 㫆⳾
– 䡫㩲G㧦ⰺ (㟧G䡫㩲G㧦ⰺ㢖G㦮G䡫㩲G㧦ⰺSG㧊⽋G䡫㩲G㧦ⰺG䙂䞾P
 㯳㡂㎎GⳊ㩲⓪G㾲╖ $500,000₢㰖㦮G㯳㡂㠦G㩗㣿(ⶒṖG㡆☯G╖㌗㧊G㞚┮)♿┞┺UG㧊GⳊ㩲G㫆䂮㦮G㧦
ỿG㫆Ị㦒⪲⓪G‖䞮ṖG㩫′G㰖 ⁞㦚Gἶ㧞⓪G㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㧊㠊㟒䞮Ⳇ Centrelink ⋮GDVA㠦G䟊
╏GⳊ㩲G㫆䂮⯒G㧊㣿䞶G㦮☚⯒G䡖㟒G䞿┞┺UGⳊ㩲G㫆䂮⯒G㢚㩚䧞G┺G㧊㣿䞮ἶG⋲G䤚㠦G㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ
㎇㤦✺㧊G㿪Ṗ⪲G₆䞮ỢG♮ⳊG㧒G㯳㡂G′㩫㠦G➆⧒G㕂㌂⯒GỢG♿┞┺U
 㯳㡂ṖG㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㧊G㞚┢G㌂⧢㦒⪲䎆G㧊⬾㠊㪢Ệ⋮G㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㧊⧒G䞮▪⧒☚GⳊ㩲G
⻪㥚⯒G⍮㠊G㯳㡂䞲Gἓ㤆⓪G㧒G㯳㡂G′㩫㠦G➆⧒G㕂㌂䞿┞┺U

椰
David㦚G㑮㧋㧦⪲䞮⓪G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㧊G㧞㔋┞┺UG⁎㦮G⳾㧎 Paul (65㎎)ὒ Lucy (63㎎)
⓪G⳾⚦Gἶ⪏G㡆⁞㦚GἶG㧞㔋┞┺. 2006⎚㠦G㧊G㔶䌗㧊G㍺Ⱃ♮㠞㦚G➢G⚦G㌂⧢㦖G㧊G㔶䌗㠦
$300,000㦚G⌞㔋┞┺. 2012⎚㠦G㧊G㔶䌗G₆⁞㦮G╖㧊 David 䅖㠊㢖G㑮㣿G㔲㍺㠦G㝆㡂㪢ἶ
Paulὒ Lucy⓪G㿪Ṗ⪲G㔶䌗㠦 $300,000㦚G⌊⏩㞮㔋┞┺UG㯳㡂㎎GⳊ㩲G╖㌗㦖G⚦G㌂⧢㧊G⌎G㼁⻞㱎G
㯳㡂G㩚㼊㢖G⚦⻞㱎G㯳㡂㭧G$200,000㧛┞┺UG⁎⩂⸖⪲G㧒G㯳㡂G′㩫㦖G㽞ὒG⁞㞷 $100,000㠦G╖䟊G
㩗㣿♿┞┺U
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 㧦ỿG㡆⪏㠦G☚╂䞮㰖G㞠㦖G㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦GO⁎ⰂἶG⁎G䕢䔎⍞ṖG㧦ỿG㡆⪏㠦G☚╂䞮㰖G㞠㦖Gἓ㤆PG
㦮Gἓ㤆G㧒┾G㰖⁞G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㠦G₆䞮ἶ⋮㍲G⋮㭧㠦G䟊╏G㡆⪏㠦G☚╂䞲G䤚GⳊ㩲⯒G
㦚G㑮㧞㔋┞┺UG┾SG㯳㡂㎎GⳊ㩲⯒G㩚Ⳋ㩗㦒⪲G㧊㣿䞮㰖G㞠㦖Gἓ㤆㠦G䞲䞿┞┺UG㯟SG⏎䤚G㡆⁞㧊⋮Gὖ
⩾G⽊䤞G㑮╏㦚G㼃ῂ䞮₆G㾲╖ 5⎚㩚㠦G㧦㌆㦚G㔶䌗㠦G⍹㠊⚦ⳊG‖䞮ṖG㏢✳G⽊㫆⯒G㦚G➢G㧊G㧦㌆
㧊GṖἚG㫆㌂G╖㌗㠦㍲G㩲㣎♶G㑮㧞㔋┞┺UG㧦ỿG㡆⪏㠦G☚╂䞮₆G㩚㠦G㧊⹎G㏢✳G⽊㫆⯒GἶG㧞┺
ⳊG㧊G㯳㡂⓪G‖䞮ṖG㧦ỿG㡆⪏㠦G☚╂䞶G➢₢㰖⓪G㧒G㯳㡂G′㩫䞮㠦㍲GἚ㌆♿┞┺U

椰
Greg⓪G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㧊ⳆSG㞚⻚㰖 John(58㎎)㦖 Greg㦚G㥚䟊G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦚G㍺Ⱃ䟞㔋┞┺.
2006⎚ 10㤪 1㧒㠦 John㦖G㔶䌗㠦 $500,000㦚G₆㯳䟞㔋┞┺UG㧊Gἓ㤆GJohn㦖G㞚㰗G⏎䤚G㡆⁞G㑮⪏G
㡆⪏㠦G☚╂䞮㰖G㞠㞮㦒⸖⪲ Centrelink㠦G㯳㡂㎎GⳊ㩲⯒G㔶㼃䞶G㑮㠜㔋┞┺U
2011⎚ 6㤪 1㧒㠦 John㦖G㧊G㔶䌗㠦G㿪Ṗ⪲ $500,000㦚G₆㯳䟞㔋┞┺UG㧊G㔶䌗㦖G2006⎚ John㦮G㼁G
₆⁞G㧊䤚G㞚ⶊ⩆G₆⁞☚G㰖Gⴑ䟞㔋┞┺U
2013⎚㠦 John㦖 65㎎ṖG♮㠊G⏎䤚G㡆⁞㦚G㔶㼃䞮ỢG♿┞┺. 2006⎚㠦 John㦮G₆㞷㦖G⏎䤚G㡆⁞
㦚G㼃ῂ䞮₆G㩚㠦G㧊⹎ 5⎚G㧊㌗㧊Gἓὒ䟞㦒⸖⪲G㯳㡂㎎GⳊ㩲㠦G䟊╏♮㰖G㞠㔋┞┺UG䞲䘎 2011㦮G㯳
㡂⓪G⏎䤚G㡆⁞㦚G㼃ῂ䞮₆G㩚G5⎚G㧊⌊㠦G䟊╏䞮ἶG⁎ṖG㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㧊⸖⪲ John㦮G₆⁞㦖G
㯳㡂㎎GⳊ㩲G㧦ỿ㧊G㧞㔋┞┺UG➆⧒㍲ 2011⎚㦮G㯳㡂⓪G㌂䣢G⽊㧻G㧦㌆G㫆㌂G╖㌗㠦㍲G㩲㣎♿┞┺U

椰
㥚㦮G㡞⪲䎆G㌳₎G㑮㧞⓪G⡦G┺⯎G㌗䢿: Greg㦮G㫆⳾ Marie⓪ 2012⎚㠦 Greg 㔶䌗㠦 $200,000㦚G
₆䞿┞┺. Marie⓪G䡚㨂G⏎䤚G㡆⁞㦚GἶG㧞㔋┞┺UG⁎⎖⓪G㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㧊⸖⪲G⁎⎖㦮G₆
⁞㦖G㯳㡂㎎GⳊ㩲G㧦ỿ㧊G㧞㦒⸖⪲ Marie⓪G㯳㡂㎎GⳊ㩲⯒G㔋┞┺U
John㦖 2013⎚㠦 65㎎ṖG♮㠊G⏎䤚G㡆⁞㦚G㔶㼃䞿┞┺UG⁎ṖG⏎䤚G㡆⁞㦚G㔶㼃䞶G➢G㧊㣿GṖ⓻䞲G㯳
㡂GⳊ㩲㞷㦖 $300,000㧛┞┺U John㧊 2011⎚G㯳㡂䞲 $500,000㭧G㧒㠦G㯳㡂㎎GⳊ㩲G㧦ỿ㧊G㧞㦒Ⳇ,
2011⎚㠦G⌊⏩㦖 $200,000㦖G㧒G㯳㡂G′㩫㠦G➆⧒G㕂㌂⯒GỢG♿┞┺UG

椰
㥚㦮G㡞⪲䎆G㌳䞶G㑮㧞⓪G⡦G┺⯎G㌗䢿a 2012⎚㦮G㯳㡂Ṗ (Greg㦮G㫆⳾ṖG㞚┞⧒PGṖ₢㤊GṖ㫇G
䂲ῂ㧎 Paul⪲䎆G㦖Gộ㧊㠞┺Ⳋ Paul㧊G㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㧊G㞚┞⸖⪲G㧊G₆⁞㦖G㯳㡂㎎GⳊ㩲G
㧦ỿ㠦G䟊╏䞮㰖G㞠㔋┞┺UG䞲䘎, John㦖G㩚Ⳋ㩗㧎GⳊ㩲G䡲䌳㦚GỢG♿┞┺U
 㯳㡂㎎GⳊ㩲⓪GṲ⼚㩗㧎G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㠦G䟊╏䞮⸖⪲G䞲GṖ㫇㞞㠦G⚦G㧦⎖ṖG㧦ỿ㧊G㧞┺ⳊG
㧦ỿG㡆⪏㠦G☚╂䞲G㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㦖Gṗṗ㦮G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦒⪲G㾲╖ $500,000₢㰖㦮G㯳
㡂㎎GⳊ㩲⯒G㦚G㑮㧞㔋┞┺U

櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您梹͑昈珩橬͑樬碄͑億欽棸͑嘨碄͑噼͑檸摠碄͑摌嶭
㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗G⻫′⓪GṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㧎G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䟊G㧦㼊㩗㦒⪲G㭖゚䟊⚦₆⯒G䧂ⰳ䞮⓪G
Ṗ㩫✺㦚Gỿ⩺䞲┺⓪G䢎㭒G㩫㦮G⳿䚲⯒G㧊䟟䞮ἶG㧞㔋┞┺UG㧒㦮G′㩫㦖G㩲䞲㩗㦒⪲G⽊㧒G㑮☚㧞
㔋┞┺UG⁎⩂⋮G㧊⩂䞲G′㩫✺㦖G㌂⧢✺㧊G㔶䌗㦚G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦚G㰖㤦䞮⓪GộG㧊㣎㠦G┺⯎G⳿㩗㦒⪲G㧊
㣿䞮⓪Gộ㦚GⰟἶ㧦G䞮⓪Gộ㧛┞┺UG⡦䞲G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䟊G㿪Ṗ㩗㧎G㧦㤦㦚G㩲Ὃ䞮₆⽊┺⓪G┾㑲䧞G
㏢✳G㰖㤦㦚G㠑㦚G⳿㩗㦒⪲G㧊GⳊ㩲G㫆䂮⯒G㧊㣿䞮㰖Gⴑ䞮☚⪳G䞮ἶG㧞㔋┞┺U
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㞚⧮㦮G㰞ⶎὒG╋⼖㦖G‖䞮ṖG㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㧊G‖䞮㢖GṖ㫇㦮G㌗䢿㠦G㩗㩞䞲G㰖⯒
ἆ㩫䞮₆G㩚㠦Gἶ⩺䟊G⚦㠊㟒G䞶G㩦✺㦚G┺⬾ἶG㧞㔋┞┺UG▪G㧦㎎䞲G㩫⽊⓪G㌂䣢G⽊㧻⻫G㞞⌊
(http://www.facsia.gov.au/guides_acts/ssg/ssg-rn.html)⯒G㺎㫆䞮Ệ⋮G⡦⓪GṖ₢㤊
Centrelink Customer Service Centre㠦G㡆⧓䞮㔲₆G⧣┞┺U

棜壌͑揔媴檜͑氹泅͑櫍梈檠檠伨榼Ͱ
氹泅͑櫍梈檠㦖 16㎎G㧊㌗㦒⪲a
 㧻㞶⪲G㧎䟊G㧻㞶G⽊㫆G㡆⁞O㌂䣢G⽊㧻⻫P⡦⓪Gⶊ⩻㧦G㍲゚㓺G㡆⁞G(invalidity service pension) 㧊⋮G
ⶊ⩻㧦G㏢✳G⽊㫆GṖ⁞G(invalidity income support supplement) O⽊䤞G㑮╏⻫PG⯒G㦚G㧦ỿ㧊G
㧞㦒Ⳇb
 䟊╏G㧻㞶⪲G㧎䟊G㧒䞮㰖㞠ἶG㧞㦒ⳆGὖ⩾G㾲㩖G㧚⁞㦚G㦚G㑮㭖㦒⪲G㧒䞶GṖ⓻㎇㧊G㠜⓪G㌂⧢
㦒⪲U
 㞚⧮G㭧G䞮⋮㠦G䟊╏䞮⓪G㌂⧢a
– 㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䞲G䅖㠊⯒G㩲Ὃ䞮⓪G㔲㍺㧊⋮G䢎㓺䎪SG㰧┾GṖ㡻㠦GỆ㭒䞮ἶG㧞㦒ⳆSG䢎㭒G㡆G㩫
G㭒G㩫SG㭖G㭒G㩫Ṛ㦮G䡧㩫䞮㠦G䟊╏G䅖㠊⯒G㥚䞲G㨂㩫G㰖㤦㦚G㩚㼊G⡦⓪G㩗㦒⪲GἶG
㧞Ệ⋮bG
– 㧻㞶ṖG㧞㦒ⳆG㧦㔶㦚G㥚䞲G㥶㧒䞲G䅖㠊G㩲Ὃ㧦ṖG㧞㦚Gἓ㤆G⁎G䅖㠊G㩲Ὃ㧦Ṗ Carer Payment⋮
Carer Allowance⯒G㦚G㧦ỿ㧊G㧞㦚G➢U
16㎎G⹎Ⱒ㦮Gἓ㤆SG㌂䣢G⽊㧻⻫G䞮㠦㍲G˄㕂ṗ䞮ỢG㧻㞶ṖG㧞⓪G㠊Ⰶ㧊˅G⧒ⳊG氹泅͑櫍梈檠㧊G♿┞┺U
㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦚G㍺Ⱃ䞮₆G㩚㠦GⲒ㩖G䟊㟒G䞶G㧒㦖G㍺Ⱃ䞮⩺⓪G㔶䌗G╖㌗㧦ṖG䟊╏G㔶䌗G′㩫
㠦㍲G㣪ῂ䞮⓪╖⪲G˄㭧㯳G㧻㞶˅G㧎㠦G䟊╏䞮⓪G㰖⯒ Centrelink⋮ DVA㠦G䢫㧎䞮⓪Gộ㧛┞┺U
㧊⩂䞲G㫆㌂ṖG㦮⹎䞮⓪G⌊㣿㠦G╖䞲G▪G㧦㎎䞲G㩫⽊⓪G㞚⧮㠦㍲G㠑㦒㔺G㑮㧞㔋┞┺a
 Centrelink 㰖 ⁞: 13 10 21㠦G㩚䢪⪲G㡞㟓䞮Ệ⋮GṖ₢㤊 Centrelink Customer Service Centre㠦G
㡆⧓b
 DVAG㰖 ⁞: Trusts & Companies Team 1800 550 462㠦G㩚䢪䞮Ệ⋮
Trusts&Companies@dva.gov.au㠦G㧊Ⲫ㧒SG⡦⓪ PO Box 21, Woden ACT 2606㠦G㤆䘎Gⶎ㦮U

氹泅͑櫍梈檠檜͑碄͑伨注͑檜揩檀͑櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您梹͑昈珩棸͑堌͑敀檰叀榼Ͱ
㞚┞㡺UG㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎G䞲G㌂⧢╏G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦖G㡺⪲㰖G䞮⋮㡂㟒G䞿┞┺UG➆⧒㍲G㧊⹎G㧻㞶㧦G
䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㧊G㫊㨂䞮ἶG㧞┺ⳊG㿪Ṗ㩗㧎G㔶䌗㦖G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗G㦚G㥚䞲GⳊ㩲G㧦ỿ㧊G㭒㠊
㰖㰖G㞠㔋┞┺U

欩欰碄͑敀槑͑昄摌強͑爨棜檀͑硬榼摙檜媨͑幜棯檠伨榼Ͱ
㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦮G㥶㧒䞲G⳿㩗㦖G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䞲G㩗㩞䞲G㑮㣿G㔲㍺G䅖㠊G䞚㣪㎇G㫆䟃㦚G
㿿㫇㔲䅲㟒G䞿┞┺UG
㩗㩞䞲G㑮㣿G㔲㍺G䅖㠊G䞚㣪㎇㦮G⻪㥚⓪G㌂䣢G⽊㧻⻫G㞞⌊㠦G⋮㢖G㧞㔋┞┺UG㭒㣪䞲G㤦䂯㦒⪲㍲G㧻㞶
㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㧊G゚㣿㦚G㰖䞮⓪Gἓ㤆⓪G㞚⧮㠦G䞲䞿┞┺a
 㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䞲G㑮㣿G㔲㍺G゚㣿b
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 㧻㞶⪲G㧎䟊G㌳䞮⓪G㿪Ṗ㩗㧎G䅖㠊G゚㣿b
 㩚ⶎG㑮䌗㧦㠦ỢG⌊⓪G㑮㑮⬢❇G㹾㩗㧎G゚㣿G䒂㧦㢖G䣢ἚG゚㣿U
㑮㣿G㔲㍺G㧊㣎㠦a
 㔶䌗㦖G㧻㞶⪲G㧎䟊G㑮♮⓪Gộ✺㠦ⰢGἓ゚⯒G㰖㿲䟊㟒䞮Ⳇb
 ゚㧻㞶㧎㧊G㧒㌗㩗㦒⪲Gῂ㧛䞮⓪Gⶒ䛞㧊⋮G䞮⬾G䞮⬾㦮Gἓ゚⯒G㰖䟊㍲⓪G㞞♿┞┺UG㯟SG㧊⩂䞲Gἓ
゚⓪G⁎G㌂⧢GṲ㧎㦮G㏢✳G⽊㫆G㰖 ⁞㧊⋮G₆䌖G㧦㌆SG㏢✳㦒⪲G㿿╏䟊㟒G䞾U
ṗG䅖㧊㓺Ⱎ┺Gⶊ㠝㧊G㩗㩞䞲G㰖⓪G㧻㞶㦮G㩫☚㢖Gὖ⩾G╏㌂㧦ṖG䞚㣪⪲䞮⓪G㑮㭖㠦G╂⩺㧞㔋┞┺UG㯟SG
䞲G㌂⧢㦮G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㠦ỢG㩗㩞䞮┺ἶ䟊㍲G㧊Gộ㧊G✲㔲G┺⯎G㌂⧢㠦Ợ☚G㩗㩞䞲Gộ㦖G㞚┯┞┺UG
伨櫍͑氹榼碀侴͑倈孌碜梤͑碈͑欸橨͑櫍梈檠檠͑敀檝檸伨͑儠͑櫍梈宄͑檠碜͑棜壌͑巑欩檀͑敀槑͑昄摌値͑爨棜岤͑
硬榼宄碀喼͑注岤͑搅伩碜怜喼͑侫檭嗰嘌͟
欩欰碄͑爨棜強͑敀槑͑昄摌͑慬槑棸͑嘨碄͑噼͑檸摠碄͑欽怜喼͑揔禴͑怜櫍徽͑桰叜岤͑潠殘碀昕昄楌UG㧊⩂䞲GṖ
㧊✲⧒㧎㦖G㔲Ṛ㧊G㰖⋾㠦G➆⧒G⼖ἓ♮₆☚G䞿┞┺UG➆⧒㍲G㑮䌗㧦⓪G㧊⩂䞲G′㩫㦚G㧎㰖䞮ἶG㾲㔶G㩫
⽊⯒G㧛㑮䞾㦒⪲㖾G䔏㩫G㧎ⶒ㦚G㥚䞲G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㧊G䞶G㑮㧞⓪GộὒG䞶G㑮㠜⓪Gộ㧊Gⶊ㠝㧎
㰖⯒G㧊䟊䞶G㑮㧞㔋┞┺U

昈珩橨͑摄慬旌岤͑歄倝碀喼͑伨殙͑傔摙槸棸侴͑嘻伨岤͑注悰碈͑敀檰叀榼Ͱ
㞚┞㡺UG䅖㠊㢖G㑮㣿G㔲㍺㦚G㩲Ὃ䞮⓪G㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㠦ỢG╩Ṗ⯒G注悰碈͑敀͑森旝嗰嘌ͫ
 㑮㧋㧦㠦ỢG䅖㠊⯒G㩲Ὃ䞮⓪G㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㧊⋮G㑮㧋㧦㦮G㧦⎖㠦ỢG╩Ṗ⯒G㰖䞶G㑮G㠜㦢b
 㑮㧋㧦㦮G㑮㣿G㔲㍺㦚G㥶㰖G⽊㑮䞮⓪G㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㧊⋮G㑮㧋㧦㦮G㧦⎖㠦ỢG╩Ṗ⯒G㰖䞶G
㑮㠜㦢b
 㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㧊⋮G㑮㧋㧦㦮G㧦⎖㠦ỢGṖ㡻㦚Gῂ㧛䞮Ệ⋮G㧚╖O˄⏎㧎㦚G㥚䞲G⼚㺚˅G䙂䞾P䞶G
㑮㠜㦢U
O11䗮㧊㰖SG˄㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦˅㦮G㩫㦮G㺎㫆P

爨棜楨͑敀槑͑昄摌͑檜榠棸͑棜壌͑侫橬͑歄倝碈͑敀檰叀榼Ͱ
㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㠦ỢG˄㑮㣿G㔲㍺ὒG䅖㠊˅G⻪㥚⯒G⍮㠊G┺⯎GộGO䦊㧒㧊⋮ TV, CD 䝢⩞㧊㠊SG㦮⮮⋮G䘟⻪䞲G
Ṗῂ❇㦖G㧻㞶㠦G✲㔲G㑮♮⓪Gộ㦖G㞚┮PG㦚G㩲Ὃ䞮ἶG㕌┺ⳊG㧊⯒G㥚䞲G⼚☚㦮G′㩫㧊G䞚㣪䞿┞
┺UG㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦖G㧊⩂䞲Gộ㠦G゚㣿㦚G㰖䞮㰖G㞠㔋┞┺UG
‖䞮⓪G⼚☚㦮G㔶䌗㦚G㍺Ⱃ䞶G㑮㧞⓪G◆SG㯟G䅖㠊㢖G㑮㣿G㔲㍺G゚㣿㦚G㿿╏䞮₆㥚䟊G㔶䌗G㯳㍲⋮G㥶㠎
㧻㦚G䐋䟊G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦚G㍺Ⱃ䞮Ệ⋮SG₆䌖G┺⯎G゚㣿㦚G㿿╏䞮₆㥚䟊G▪G㧒㩗㧎G䡫䌲㦮G
㔶䌗㦚G㍺Ⱃ䞮⓪Gộ㧛┞┺UG
㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㠜㧊G㧒G㔶䌗㦚G㍺Ⱃ䞮⓪Gộ☚G⡦G┺⯎G䞮⋮㦮G⻫㧛┞┺UG┺㟧䞲G⻫㦚Gἶ
⩺䞮⓪Gộ㧊G㠒Ⱎ⋮G㭧㣪䞲Ṗ⓪Gⶒ⪶㧊ἶG㠊⠑ỢG‶䡫㦚G㥶㰖䞮ἶG㤆㍶G㑲㥚⯒G㩫䞶Gộ㧎Ṗ㠦G╖䟊㍲
☚G㿿䧞G㌳ṗ䟊G⽊㞚㟒G䞿┞┺UGἶ⩺䟊㟒G䞶G㩦㦒⪲⓪a
 ㏢✳G⽊㫆G㧦ỿG㥶ⶊb
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 㑮䌗㧦⓪G˄㩗㩞䞲G䅖㠊㢖G㑮㣿G㔲㍺˅G㧊㌗㦒⪲Gὧ⻪㥚䞲G㑮㭖㦮G䡲䌳㦚G㩲Ὃ䟊㟒G䞾b
 ‖䞮ṖG⋮㭧㠦G㠊ⓦG㩫☚₢㰖G㭒䌳ὒG䅖㠊⯒G㩲Ὃ䞶G㑮㧞⓪Ṗb
 ⋮㭧㠦G⁎⩂䞲G㭖゚⯒G㥚䟊㍲⓪G㠊ⓦG㩫☚㦮G⁞㩚㧊G䞚㣪䞲Ṗb
 ‖䞮ṖG㠒Ⱎ⋮GⰤ㦖G㨂㌆㦚G┺⬾㠊㟒G䞮⓪Ṗb
 㑮䌗㧦ṖG㭖゚ὒ㩫㠦㍲GṦ╏䟊㟒G䞶G゚㣿ὒG㧒㦮G⽋㧷㎇㦖G㠊ⓦG㩫☚㧎ṖU

昈珩檜媤嶜͑巐坸͑櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您梹͑昈珩͑檸俑檜͑氤棜注叀榼Ͱ
㞚┞㡺UG⻫′㠦G➆⯊ⳊG㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㧊G♮₆㥚䟊㍲⓪G⁎㠦G➆⯊⓪Gῂ㼊㩗㧎G䞚㣪G㫆Ị㦚G㿿㫇
㔲䅲㟒G䞿┞┺UG⁎⩂⸖⪲SG⁒⽎㩗㦒⪲G㭧㣪䞲Gộ㦖G䟊╏G㔶䌗㦮G㫆Ị㧊G㧊⩂䞲G䞚㣪G㫆Ị㦚G㿿㫇㔲䋺ἶG
㔺㰞㩗㧎GⳊ㠦㍲☚G′㩫G㫆Ị㠦G㥚⺆♮㰖G㞠⓪Gộ㧛┞┺UG┾㑲䧞G˄㔶䌗㧊⧒ⳊG⳾⚦˅⓪G☚㤖㧊G♮㰖G㞠㔋
┞┺U
⁎⩂⋮G㧊Gộ㧊G䟊╏G㔶䌗㧊Gῂ㼊㩗㧎G䞚㣪G㫆ỊὒG㧒䂮䞮⓪G䞲G㔶䌗G㧦㼊⌊㠦GṲ⼚G′㩫㦚GṖ㰞G㑮㠜㦢
㦚G⦑䞮⓪Gộ㦖G㞚┯┞┺UG˄㌮䝢G㔶䌗G㯳㍲˅GO3㩞G㺎㫆PGṖG⪲G⁎Gộ㦒⪲SG㧊Gộ㦖G㍲⮮G䡫䌲㦮G䞲G㌮䝢㧊
㰖G㦮ⶊ㌂䟃㧊G㞚┯┞┺UG‖䞮⓪Gⶒ⪶G‖䞮㦮G㧦ⶎṖṖG⁎G㫆ỊG⳾⚦⯒G⡧ṯ㧊G➆⧒䞶G䞚㣪ṖG㠜㔋┞┺UG
䟊╏G㔶䌗㧊G⻫′㦮G䞚㣪G㫆ỊὒG㧒䂮䞮⓪G䞲G‖䞮㦮GṲ㧎G㌗䢿㠦GⰴỢG㧦㥶⪲㧊G⼖䢪㔲䌂G㑮㧞㔋┞┺UG
3㩞㠦G㩲㔲♲G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦮G㌮䝢㠦㍲⓪G㦮ⶊO⼖䢪㔲䌂G㑮㠜㦢PG′㩫ὒG㍶䌳O⼖䢪㔲䌂G㑮㧞
㦢P′㩫㦚Gῂ⼚䞶G㑮㧞☚⪳G䚲㔲䟊G⚦㠞㔋┞┺U
㌮䝢G㯳㍲㠦G㧞⓪G㧒G′㩫G㭧㠦⓪G䟊╏G㔶䌗㧊G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦒⪲㍲㦮G㧦ỿ㦚GṬỢG♮ⳊG㦮
ⶊG㫆䟃㧊G♮⓪Gộ㧊G㧞㔋┞┺UG➆⧒㍲G㧊⩂䞲G′㩫㦚G˄㟓䢪˅㔲䌂G㑮⓪G㠜㦒⋮SG╖㔶G䟊╏G㔶䌗㦮G′㩫㦚G
㫖G▪Gῂ㼊㩗㦒⪲GⰢ✺₆㥚䟊G⼖䢪⯒G㭚G㑮⓪G㧞㔋┞┺UG
㡞⯒G✺㠊SG‖䞮⓪G㔶䌗㦮G㧦㌆㦚G㑮㣿G㔲㍺㧊⋮G䅖㠊G㩚㠦G㿿╏䞮ἶG㕌㰖G㞠㔋┞┺UG╖㔶G㔶䌗㦮G㧦
㌆G㌂㣿G㣿☚⯒G㫖G▪Gῂ㼊㩗㦒⪲Gⳛ㔲䞮₆⯒G㤦䞿┞┺UG⁎⩝┺ⳊG㔶䌗G㯳㍲㠦G㰧┾GṖ㡻G䡫䌲㦮G㑮㣿G
㔲㍺㧒G➢㠦ⰢG㰖䞲┺ἶGⳛ㔲䟊⚦ⳊG♿┞┺UG⁎G⳿㩗㧊G㩗㩞䞲G䅖㠊⋮G㑮㣿G㔲㍺G䞚㣪G㫆Ị㦚G㿿㫇㔲
䋺ἶG㧞㦒⸖⪲G㧊G㔶䌗☚G㡂㩚䧞G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㠦G䟊╏♿┞┺U
䔏⼚䧞G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦮G′㩫㠦G㩗㣿♮㰖㞠⓪G⁎G㠦G┺⯎G㔶䌗㦮G㫆䟃㧊G㧞㔋┞┺UG㡞⯒G✺
㠊S 2.2䟃G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗G㯳㍲㦮G㌮䝢㠦㍲⓪G㑮䌗㧦ṖG㧦ⶎ㦚Gῂ䟊㟒G䞶G㌂⧢ὒGὖ⩾䟊SG㑮䌗㧦
⓪G炄撴͑͢呬峰嘌͑氤榼͑敀檝檸檀͑硬榼楨͑榼傔岤͑櫔侨瓈碜梤͑碀嶘͑儠͑氤榼͑敀檝檸岤͑泩欹欩橤宄͑围怜桬
氤喼͑爨棜͑歄倝檸楨͑氤榼͑敀檝檸͙͑伨嗍碀嘌嶜͚͑楨͑礹檀碜梤͑碄嘌͑ἶGⳛ㔲♮㠊G㧞㔋┞┺UG㧊G㫆䟃㠦㍲⓪G
┺⯎GṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦㦖Gⶒ⪶G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦮G㌌㠦G㩚㩗㦒⪲Gὖ⩾㧊G㧞⓪G┺⯎G㌂⧢O㡞SG㌗╏䞲G㑮㭖㦮G㍲
゚㓺G㩲Ὃ㧦PὒG䡧㦮䞮⓪Gộ☚G㠎 ♮㠊G㧞㔋┞┺UG⡦⓪G㫖G▪Gῂ㼊㩗㦒⪲G䂲ῂ⋮G㦮⬢G㧦ⶎὖ㦮G㧊⯚
㦚Gⳛ㔲䞮Ệ⋮G⡦⓪G㧒㩲䧞G㌳⨋GO㧊Gἓ㤆G㑮䌗㧦ṖG㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䞲G㾲㌗㦮G⻫㧊Gⶊ㠝㧎㰖Gἶ⩺
䞮⓪G◆G㠊⩺㤖㧊G㧞㦢PG䞮₆☚G䞿┞┺U

唬伨͑櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您梹͑昈珩檀͑敀珩檸伨͑坈͑敀檰叀榼Ͱ
⻫′㌗㦮G䞚㣪G㫆Ị㦚G㿿㫇㔲䋺⓪G䞲G㠊ⓦGῂ☚G㑮䌗㧦ṖG♶G㑮㧞㔋┞┺GO29䗮㧊㰖SG5.1䟃G㔶䌗G㯳㍲G
㌮䝢G㺎㫆PUG㑮䌗㧦⪲⓪G⳾GG㰗ἚGṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦SG䣢Ἒ㌂SG⼖䢎㌂SG⻫㧎G㑮䌗SG㭒G㑮䌗G₆ὖ㧊G䙂䞾♿┞
┺UG⻫′㦮G䞚㣪G㫆Ị㦖G㌂䣢G⽊㧻⻫G㞞⌊G㠦G㧦㎎䧞G⋮㢖G㧞㔋┞┺UG䞲䘎GṗG㭒㠦㍲G㩲㩫䞲G⻫′ṖG㑮䌗
㧦㦮G㦮ⶊ⯒Gὖ㧻䞮ἶG㧞㔋┞┺U
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櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您梹͑昈珩棸͑氬͑敀檰喼͑叜槑棸͑歄碄͑殘熀伨͑檰叀榼Ͱ
㡞UG㔶䌗㠦G㯳㡂䞶G㑮㠜⓪G⚦G㫛⮮㦮G㧦㌆㦒⪲⓪a
 㑮㧋㧦ṖG㦖G⽊㌗⁞GO㡞SG㧦☯㹾G㌂ἶ⪲G㦖G㏦䟊G⺆㌗⁞Pb
 㑮㧋㧦G㧦㔶O⡦⓪G⁎G⺆㤆㧦P㧊G₆䞲G㨂㌆aG┾SG⁎G㨂㌆㧊G㔶䌗㦒⪲G㧊㩚♮₆G㩚 3⎚G㧊⌊㠦G㥶㠎㧻
䞮㠦㍲G⡦⓪G㡆⁞G㌂䤚G㑮╏㦒⪲G㦖Gἓ㤆⓪G㯳㡂GṖ⓻䞾U
㧊⩂䞲G′㩫㦖G₆㫊㦮G⽊㌗⁞Gⶎ㩲⯒G㻮Ⰲ䞮⓪G⻫㦚G⽊㫊G㥶㰖䞮⓪G䞲䘎G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㧊G㓺㓺⪲⯒G㰖
㤦䞮₆⽊┺⓪G㏢✳G⽊㫆G㧦ỿ㦚G㠑㦚G㣪⨟㦒⪲G㧦㔶㦮G㨂㌆㦚G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㠦G⍹⓪Gộ㦚G㰖
䞮⓪G◆G⁎G⳿㩗㦚G⚦ἶG㧞㔋┞┺U

唬傘伨伨͑億欽橬͑氨敀碀注͑桲橤嶜͑棜壣侴͑址叀榼Ͱ
′㩫㦚G㭖㑮䞮㰖G㞠㦚Gἓ㤆G㔶䌗㦖G▪㧊㌗G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㧊G♮㰖Gⴑ䞮ⳆG㭒㣪G㑮㧋㧦⓪G㏢✳G
⽊㫆GⳊ㩲G㫆䂮⯒G㌗㔺䞮ỢG♿┞┺UG⡦䞲G㯳㡂㧦㦮G㏢✳G⽊㫆G㑮╏㠦G㡗䟻㦚G⹎䂶G㑮☚G㧞㦢㦚G㭒㰖䞮
㕃㔲㡺U
䞲䘎 Centrelink / DVA㠦⓪G㧒㦮G㥚G䟟㥚⯒Gⶎ㩲G㌒㰖㞠㦚G㨂⨟ῢ㧊G㧞㔋┞┺UG㧊Gộ㦖G㥚㦮G㩫☚
ṖG㠒Ⱎ⋮G㕂ṗ䞮ⳆGἶ㦮⪲G㡺⨁☯㞞G㰚䟟♮㠞⓪G㰖SG㠊⟺G′㩫㦚G㥚䟞⓪G㰖SG⁎G㥚G䟟㥚G⡦⓪G㥚G
Ⳋ㩲ṖG㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦮G㧊㧋㠦G㠊⟶䞲G㡗䟻㦚G⹎䂮⓪G㰖㠦G╂⩺㧞㔋┞┺U

櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您梹͑昈珩檜͑噼͑檜揩͑兘嗍碀注͑巣碀侴͑址嶜͑棜壣侴͑址叀榼Ͱ
䟊╏G㔶䌗㦖G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㧎G㑮㧋㧦ṖG㌂ⰳ䞮ⳊG▪G㧊㌗G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㧊G♮㰖Gⴑ䞿┞┺UG
′㩫㦚G㥚䞶Gἓ㤆㠦☚G▪G㧊㌗G㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㧊G♮㰖Gⴑ䞿┞┺U
㧊G➢G䟊╏G㔶䌗㦖G⁎G㔶䌗㦮G㧪㡂G㨂㌆G㻮ⰂG⻫㠦G╖䞮㡂Gῂ㼊㩗㦒⪲Gⳛ㔲䟊㟒G䞿┞┺UG㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G
㟧G㔶䌗G㯳㍲G㌮䝢G(28 䗮㧊㰖, 4⻞G㫆䟃PG㺎㫆U
㔶䌗G㯳㍲ṖG䠞㣿䞶Gἓ㤆SG䟊╏G㔶䌗㠦G㨂㩫G㰖㤦㦚G䞲G㌂⧢✺㦖G㧦㔶✺㦮G₆⯒G䏶╖⪲G㌳䞲G㧟㡂G
㨂㌆㦮G㻮ⰂG⻫ὒGὖ⩾䟊G㧦㔶✺㧊G㤦䞮⓪G⯒Gῂ㼊㩗㦒⪲G㩲㔲䞶G㑮㧞㔋┞┺UG㡞⯒G✺㠊G┺㔲G₆
㧦㠦ỢG䢮㤦GO㌳㫊G䟊㧞㦚Gἓ㤆PG䞮Ệ⋮G㥶㠎㧻G䞮㠦㍲G㥶㠎G㰧䟟㧦ṖG㻮Ⰲ䞮☚⪳G䞶G㑮㧞㔋┞┺UG
⡦⓪G㧦㔶✺㦮G㰖Ⱒ䋒㦚G⁎✺㦮G㧦⎖⋮G┺⯎GṖ㫇Gῂ㎇㤦SG㧦㍶G┾㼊㠦G⽊⌒G㑮☚G㧞㔋┞┺U
㧊G㧦㌆㧊G₆㧦㠦ỢG䢮㤦♶Gἓ㤆G㧦㌆G㫆㌂G╖㌗㧊G♮⸖⪲G㏢✳G⽊㫆G㑮╏㠦G㡗䟻㦚G⹎䂶G㑮☚G㧞㔋
┞┺U
㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗G㧦ỿ㧊G㫛⬢G⡦⓪G㩫㰖♮⓪G㔲㩦㧊G㨂㌆㧊G⁎G㔶䌗㦒⪲G㧊㩚♲G㰖 5⎚G㧊⌊⧒ⳊG
⁎G㨂㌆㦖G㯳㡂G′㩫Gὖ⩾G㕂㌂G╖㌗㧊G♿┞┺UG➆⧒㍲G㤦⧮G⁎G㔶䌗㠦G㨂㌆㦚G₆䞲G㌂⧢✺㦮G㏢✳G⽊
㫆G㧦ỿ㠦☚G㡗䟻㦚G⹎䂮ỢG♿┞┺U
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檜嬔碄͑槸熁堌橬͑倈孌碜͑怜梀喼͑嚘͑͝歄伨͑櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您梹͑昈珩橬͑摌峥碜
梤͑碀叀榼Ͱ
㧊G㰞ⶎ㠦G╖䞲G╖╋㦖G㩚㩗㦒⪲G‖䞮G㧦㔶㧊G㻮䞲G㌗䢿ὒG‖䞮ṖG㠑⓪G䟊╏G㟒㦮G㩚ⶎṖ㦮G㫆㠎㠦G
╂⩺G㧞㔋┞┺UG䞲䘎G㧒㩗㦒⪲Gἶ⩺䟊G⽒G㌂䟃㦒⪲⓪a
 㧻㞶㧎㧊G˄㭧㯳˅G㧻㞶GO13䗮㧊㰖G㺎㫆PG㌗䌲ṖG㞚┞⧒ⳊG˄㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗˅G㦚G㍺Ⱃ䞶G㑮G
㠜㔋┞┺b
 ‖䞮㢖G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎G㠊ⓦG㴓☚G㏢✳G⽊㫆㠦G㦮㫊䞮ἶG㧞㰖G㞠┺ⳊGO⡦⓪G㦮㫊䞶GṖ⓻㎇㧊G㠜┺ⳊPG
㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦚G㍺Ⱃ䞮⓪G㧝㩦㧊G㠜㔋┞┺b
 ‖䞮⋮G㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㧊G㏢✳G⽊㫆㠦G㦮㰖䞮ἶ㧞ἶV⡦⓪G⁎GṖ⓻㎇㧊G㧞㦒⋮G‖䞮ṖG䅖㠊㢖G㑮㣿G㔲
㍺㠦G㩲Ὃ䞶G㑮㧞⓪G㧦㌆㧊G‖䞮㦮GῢⰂ㠦G㠊⟶䞲G㡗䟻☚G⹎䂮㰖Gⴑ䞲┺ⳊG㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦚G
㍺Ⱃ䞮⓪G㧝㩦㧊G㠜㔋┞┺UG⁎G㧊㥶⓪G‖䞮㠦ỢG䅖㠊㢖G㑮㣿G㔲㍺㦚G㩲Ὃ䞶G㑮㧞㦚GⰢ䋒㦮G㿿䞲G㧦
⁞㧊G㠜Ệ⋮SG⡦⓪G⁎G╖⪲G‖䞮ṖG㧊⹎G㭖゚⯒G䟊⚦㠞㦒⸖⪲G㿪Ṗ⪲G㌗╏䞲G㨂㩫G㰖㤦㦚G䞶G䞚㣪
ṖG㠜㦚Gἓ㤆㧛┞┺b
 䅖㠊㢖G㑮㣿G㔲㍺㦚G㥚䞲G㧦⁞㦚GⰞ⩾䟊㟒G䞶G䞚㣪㎇㧊G㔺㩲⪲G㌳䞶G㑮㧞⓪Gộ㧊G㞚┞⧒G┾㑲䞲G
Ṗ⓻㎇G㩫☚⧒ⳊG㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㠦GⰤ㦖G☞㦚Gⶌ㠊⚦⓪Gộ㦖G㩗㩞䞮㰖Gⴑ䞿┞┺UG㢲⌦䞮ⳊG⁎G
☞㦚G┺⯎GὉ㠦G㌂㣿䞶G㑮㠜㦒ⳆG㎎㩲㌗㦒⪲G㑮♮⓪GἆὒGO㡞G㏢✳㧊G㌂㣿♮㰖㞠ἶG㩗♮₆ⰢG䞶G
ἓ㤆PG㢖G▪㠊G䣢ἚG゚㣿㧊GἚ㏣䟊㍲G㌳䞮₆G➢ⶎ㧛┞┺b
 㭧㯳G㧻㞶㧎㦚G㥚䞲G㨂㩫㦚G┾㑲䧞G䅖㠊㢖G㑮㣿G㔲㍺G㩲Ὃ㦚G⍮㠊G㫖G▪Gὧ⻪㥚䞮ỢG㧊㣿䞮ἶG㕌┺
ⳊG㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗㦖G㩗㩞䞲G⻫㧊G♮㰖Gⴑ䞮Ệ⋮G‖䞮ṖGⰞ⩾䟊㟒G䞶G㭖゚㦮G⁏䧞G㧒
㠦G㰖⋮㰖G㞠㦚G㑮☚G㧞㔋┞┺U
儠嬔叀͑峴梥ͫ
 撴堅͑怜殘伨͑僨碀楨͑氹泅͑櫍梈檠棸侴͑欽峸宄͑氹榼碀倈ͬ
 碜嘡͑櫍梈伨͑昔伩碀椔 Centrelink 叀 DVA宄您瑘͑檸俑橬͑檠欽͑彃梀橤嶘ͬ
͑ 氹泅͑櫍梈檠橬͑樬碄͑爨棜楨͑敀槑͑昄摌橬͑歄倝碈͑敀檰喼͑烑悬碄͑櫔欽橬͑礬櫔͑夸喼͑僨碀檀͑揔秬棸͑怜
橈碀倈͑檰倈ͬ
͑ 檜嬔碄͑櫔欽檜͑氹泅͑櫍梈檠檀͑撴堅͑怜殘͑夸喼͙͑泅椔͑槸熁橬͑瓝碀椔͚͑僨碀͑檸昈檀͑檸俑͑兘氨棸͑椩磍橬͑
张熈峴玤͑島橨͑梉敀檤͑俥様ͬ
儠嬯嘌嶜͑櫍梈檸͑痡忬͑您梹͑昈珩橬͑摌峥碀喼͑侫檜͑僨碀檀͑氹泅͑櫍梈檠͑伨殙͑傔摙槸檀͑张嫀岤͑摌俬碀喼͑
嚘͑揩嘡碄͑怜琔檜͑坈͑侫檭嗰嘌͑͟
檜͑俥様͑欬幠伨檀͑殘棠橬͑傔碀倈͑͝昈珩橬͑倈孌碄͑张嫀͑摌俬岤͑搅伩碜͑怜昕昄楌͟
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3㩞
㌮䝢aG㧻㞶㧦G䔏⼚G㟧G㔶䌗G㯳㍲
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THIS DEED OF TRUST is made on [date] *
PARTIES: *
1.

[Settlor Name and address to be advised] (‘the settlor’).

2.

[Name and address to be advised] (‘the Trustee’).

LE

INTRODUCTION: *

[Commentary: This section and clauses 1 and 2 set the scene for the formal creation of the
trust and its basic provisions. If you set up the trust by a Will, these things will be covered
in the Will. Definitions of some of the expressions used in the trust are set out in clause 9.3
(page 35).]

The settlor has decided to create a Trust Fund for the purpose of making provision for the
care and accommodation of the Principal Beneficiary of the trust, as described in these
terms of trust.

P

A.

[Commentary: For a trust to exist, it must hold property. The Settlor contributes an initial
amount (typically $10 –see sub-clause D) so that a trust can be established. The Settlor is
someone independent of the other parties such as the trustees and/or appointer.]

The intention of the settlor is to establish a Trust Fund that qualifies as a special disability
trust, within the meaning of the Social Security Act 1991 or the Veterans’ Entitlement Act
1986, whichever is applicable to any Donor and/or the Principal Beneficiary.

C.

The settlor has decided to appoint the Trustee as Trustee of this trust, and the Trustee has
consented to become the first Trustee upon the trusts and with and subject to the powers
and provisions contained in these terms of trust.

A

M

B.

S

[Commentary: A trustee is a person or corporation who operates the trust. The terms of
the trust deed will determine how the trustee will administer the funds held in the trust.
The trustee has a duty to act honestly and in the best interests of the beneficiary. The trustee
must comply with the terms of the trust deed and relevant state or territory legislation that
applies to trustees.]

D.

The settlor has paid or will pay the sum of $10.00 to commence the trust
(‘the settled sum’).

E.

The parties anticipate that further Contributions will be paid to the Trustee in respect of the
trust for the benefit of the Principal Beneficiary.

* Omit if trust established under a Will
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PROVISIONS
1

Establishment of Trust

1.1 The Principal Beneficiary

LE

The Principal Beneficiary of the trust is [name and address to be advised]
(‘the Principal Beneficiary’).
[Commentary: The principal beneficiary is the severely disabled person as defined on page 13.]

1.2 Declaration of Trust

P

The Trustee HEREBY DECLARES that in respect of the trust the Trustee will hold the
Trust Fund and the income arising therefrom upon trust during the lifetime of the Principal
Beneficiary solely for the benefit of the Principal Beneficiary and with and subject to the
powers and obligations contained in the remainder of these terms of trust.

1.3 Name of Trust

The trust shall be known as [Name of Trust] Trust.

M

1.4 Application of Operative Provisions
Unless the context requires otherwise, the operative provisions set out in the remainder
of these terms of trust will apply in respect of the trust established pursuant to these
terms of trust.

A

1.5 Duration of Trust

The trust will end on the earlier of:
(a) the date of death of the Principal Beneficiary;

S

(b) if assets are fully expended on the Principal Beneficiary, the date of such full
expenditure; or
(c) any earlier date as required by law (‘the end date’).
[Commentary: For example: State law sets out the number of years that a trust may exist.]

1.6 The Appointor
[Commentary: An Appointor can be any person or corporation who is not the Principal
Beneficiary or Settlor. An appointor is not responsible for the day-to-day operation of the trust.
See the explanation of the role of the appointor on pages 5, 32–33.]

(a) The initial Appointor[s] of the trust [is/are] [Name and address to be advised]
(‘the Appointor’);
(b) An Appointor shall have the power to nominate any person or persons or entity to act
together with or in his, her or its place and may place such conditions or restrictions
on such nomination (and may make such nomination revocable or irrevocable)
by any notice in writing to the trustee, or by Will, save that where there is more than
one Appointor, an Appointor must obtain from all of the other Appointors the prior
written consent to all of the terms of any nomination pursuant to this subclause;
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(c) A successive Appointor, if the nomination is otherwise silent, shall also have the power
to nominate a successor or alternate Appointor as if they were the initial Appointor;
(d) The Appointor shall exercise their power in accordance with clause 7 and any power
of the Appointor may be exercised by the Trustee in the absence of the Appointor
at any time.

LE

1.7 Exclusion of Settlors *

[Commentary: The intention of this provision is to prevent the person who formally sets up the
trust from still being seen as the owner of the trust assets and income for tax purposes. To
ensure this, the settlor has nothing further to do with the trust. The settlor will often be a more
distant family member, who will not have an ongoing role in the operation of the trust.]

Notwithstanding anything express or implied in these terms of trust:

P

(a) The trust will be possessed and enjoyed to the entire exclusion of the settlor and of any
benefit to the settlor by contract or otherwise, and any resulting trust in favour of the
settlor is expressly negatived;
(b) No part of the trust will be paid, lent to, or applied for either the direct or indirect benefit
of the settlor in any manner or in any circumstances;

Administration of the Trust

A

2

M

(c) No power in these terms of trust, or appointment made pursuant to these terms of trust
or conferred by law upon the Trustee will be capable of being exercised in such manner
that the settlor will or may become entitled, either directly or indirectly, to any benefit in
any manner or in any circumstances whatsoever.

S

[Commentary: This clause expresses some of the major points required of special disability
trusts: the restriction to care and accommodation, payments not to be made to immediate
family for care and repairs and maintenance, and the paramount importance of the person
with the disability as the focus of the trust.]

2.1 Sole Purpose of Trust
(a) The Trustee must hold the Trust Fund and the income derived in each accounting
period on trust and pay or apply all or any part of the income and all or any part of the
Trust Fund for the sole purpose, as defined in the remainder of this clause;
(b) No part of the income or the Trust Fund may be used for any payment of Immediate
Family Members or a Child of the Principal Beneficiary including:
(i) the provision of care services; or
(ii) repair and maintenance of accommodation for the Principal Beneficiary;
(c) The operation of sub-clause (a) does not preclude the Trustee from applying any part of
the income or the Trust Fund for an ancillary purpose.

* Omit if trust established under a Will
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(d) For the purpose of this deed the ‘sole purpose’ means the reasonable care and
accommodation of the Principal Beneficiary as determined by the Trustee from time
to time but:
(i) shall not include such daily living costs or expenses of the Principal Beneficiary that
do not relate to reasonable care and accommodation needs;

LE

(ii) shall not include expenditure which is primarily for the direct or indirect benefit of any
other person; and
[Commentary: This sub-paragraph does not include situations where the residence of the
principal beneficiary provides an incidental benefit to their partner.]

(iii) must be in accordance with any requirement or determination made by the
Secretary from time to time;

P

(e) For the purpose of these terms of trust, ‘ancillary purpose’ means a purpose that is
necessary or desirable to achieve the sole purpose of the trust.

2.2 Priority of Principal Beneficiary

[Commentary: This clause is intended to ensure that the trustee considers what is in the best
interest of the person with a severe disability.]

M

In carrying out their responsibilities under this clause, the Trustee is required:
(a) to have regard to the nature and severity of the Principal Beneficiary’s condition as well
as the current and future care needs of the Principal Beneficiary;

A

(b) to ensure the interests of the Principal Beneficiary are to take precedence over
any interest or expectancy as to net income or capital of any Donor or Specified
Beneficiary; and

S

(c) to review the needs of the Principal Beneficiary at least annually and wherever
possible, consult with the Principal Beneficiary’s immediate caregiver and the
Principal Beneficiary.
[Commentary: A more frequent consultation period may be preferable.]

2.3 Right of Occupation
With respect to all real property contributed to the Trust Fund by a Donor or acquired by the
Trustee, in which the Principal Beneficiary lives (‘the Residence’):
(a) the Principal Beneficiary shall have a personal right of occupation in respect of the
Residence for as long as they wish for their lifetime; and
(b) the Residence may be sold and the proceeds used to acquire a substituted Residence
to which the provisions of this sub-clause may apply, provided that in exercising their
power pursuant to this paragraph, the Trustee shall act to achieve the sole and ancillary
purposes of the trust, and have regard to the priority of the Principal Beneficiary as set
out in the preceding sub-clauses.

2.4 Power to Accumulate Income
The Trustee may, in any Accounting Period, accumulate and retain as much of the income
of the Trust Fund, if any, as is required to achieve the sole or ancillary purposes of the trust
during that Accounting Period, as an addition to the Trust Fund.
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[Commentary: This clause allows the trustee to decide to save some of the income each year
rather than having to distribute it all. This gives the trustee flexibility in administering the trust
assets and income. There may be tax issues relating to accumulation of income so the trustee
should get professional advice before making a decision.

3

LE

Paying income from a special disability trust for the care and accommodation needs
of the principal beneficiary with a severe disability will not affect that person’s income
support entitlements.]

Trust Property Requirements

3.1 Contributions

The Trustee may accept Contributions from anyone who is eligible to be a Donor.

P

[Commentary: These provisions regulate the sources of the funds of the trust, consistent with
Social Security and DVA rules. In particular, they prevent the person with a severe disability
from providing funds to their ‘own’ trust except in limited circumstances.]

3.2 Non-acceptable Contributions

M

The Trustee shall not accept any of the following:
(a) Contributions made by the Settlor other than the settled sum *;
(b) conditional Contributions by any Donor;

A

[Commentary: This means that a donor cannot control how their gift is used. For example, if
a person gives a property to the trust they cannot demand that the trust not sell the property.
Once a gift has been made to the trust, it is the trustee who will decide how to use the trust
assets for the care and accommodation needs of the beneficiary. This does not, however,
stop the donor nominating to whom their proportion of the trust assets should be distributed
when the trust comes to an end. See clause 4.2.]

S

(c) any asset transferred to the trust by the Principal Beneficiary or the Principal
Beneficiary’s Partner unless:
(i) the asset is all or part of a bequest, or a superannuation death benefit; and
(ii) the bequest or superannuation death benefit was received not more than three
years before the transfer;
(d) any Compensation received by or on behalf of the Principal Beneficiary; or
(e) any Contribution that would cause the Trustee to be in breach of the specific
requirements set out in these terms of trust.
[Commentary: Clauses 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 are intended to prevent the trust channelling assets
back to the family, or undertaking other transactions with closely related parties, which might
take the focus of the trust away from providing care or accommodation for the person with a
severe disability and which would infringe the special disability trust rules.]

* Omit if trust established under a Will
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3.3 Restrictions on Use of Trust Funds
(a) The Trust Fund or any of the income of the Trust Fund cannot be used to
purchase or lease property from an Immediate Family Member or a Child of the
Principal Beneficiary, even if that property is to be used for the Principal
Beneficiary’s accommodation;
[Commentary: For example, the trust could not buy the property from an immediate family
member. However, the immediate family member could give the property to the trust.]

LE

(b) For the purpose of this sub-clause, ‘property’ includes:

(i) a right to accommodation for life in a residence; and
(ii) a life interest in a residence.

3.4 Prohibition on Borrowing

The trustee must not borrow money, whether from a related or non-related party.

P

3.5 Further Prohibitions with regard to Related Parties
[Commentary: The objective of the trust fund is to pay for the principal beneficiary’s care and
accommodation costs. Lending funds to the related parties is not consistent with this objective.]

M

(a) The Trustee must not;
(i)

lend from or give any other financial assistance using the Trust Fund or the income
of the Trust Fund to; or

(ii)

intentionally acquire, except by way of a Contribution, property (other than a listed
security acquired at market value) from; or

A

(iii) employ, engage or pay any agent, contractor or professional person for any
services in relation to the trust fund or the Principal Beneficiary who is; or
(iv) enter into an uncommercial transaction with any person who is;

S

a related party;

(b) For the purposes of this clause, ‘related party’ means:
(i)

the Settlor *;

(ii)

the Trustee, other than a Professional Trustee for the purposes of paragraph
5.1(a)(iii);

(iii) a Donor;
(iv) the Principal Beneficiary;
(v) the Appointor;
(vi) an Immediate Family Member;
(vii) a parent or a sibling of anyone in any of the preceding sub-paragraphs of this
paragraph;
(viii) a descendant of anyone in any of the preceding sub-paragraphs of this paragraph;
(ix) a Partner of anyone in any of the preceding sub-paragraphs of this paragraph; or
(x) any entity (other than widely held entities) of which anyone in the any of the
preceding sub-paragraphs of this paragraph is a director, shareholder, trustee or
holds the power to appoint a director or trustee.

* Omit if trust established under a Will
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3.6 Prohibition on Lending to Principal Beneficiary
[Commentary: The objective of the trust fund is to pay for the principal beneficiary’s care
and accommodation costs. Lending funds to the principal beneficiary or their partner is not
consistent with this objective.]

The Trustee must not lend any of the Trust Fund or any of the income of the Trust Fund to
the Principal Beneficiary or the Principal Beneficiary’s Partner.

3.7 Donor Register

LE

[Commentary: Keeping a record of the donors is important for establishing who receives the
assets of the trust when it comes to an end. It can also be used to advise Centrelink of the
contributions made to the trust.]

The Trustee must maintain a register of all Donors to the Trust Fund in accordance with
Schedule A.

4

End of Trust

M

P

[Commentary: This provision regulates the winding up of the trust when it is no longer required
or otherwise comes to an end. It allows the people who contribute assets to receive back
their contributions, on a proportional basis, or to nominate someone else to whom the assets
should be transferred. A parent of the beneficiary with a severe disability could nominate
their other children or their grandchildren, for example. There may be issues under the gifting
rules for someone who contributed assets if the trust comes to an end within 5 years of the
contribution. In that case, you may need to obtain advice. This may also be a consideration
in deciding whom to nominate to receive any assets, which become available at the end
of the trust.]

4.1 Balance of Trust at the End Date

A

(a) If, at the end date, after the payment of all taxes and expenses, the Trust Fund has
not been fully expended on the purposes of the trust, or the income has not been fully
allocated, the property of the Trust Fund and any unallocated income (‘the balance of
the Trust’) shall be dealt with in accordance with the remainder of this clause;

S

(b) If there is more than one Donor to the Trust Fund, the trustee shall identify each Donor’s
Contributions to the Trust Fund;
(i) calculate the percentage of each Donor’s Contributions to the overall Contributions
to the Trust Fund; and
(ii) apply the percentage to the balance of the Trust to determine the balance of each
Donor’s Contribution (‘the Donor’s Contribution Balance’);
(c) On the end date, the settled sum shall be deemed a Contribution made:
(i) If only one Donor, by the Donor; or
(ii) If more than one Donor, by the Donor who made the largest Contribution; or
(iii) If more than one made the equal largest Contribution, equally between
those Donors.
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4.2 Distribution of Trust Property at the End Date
(a) The Trustee anticipates that a Donor may make a nomination at the time of contribution
regarding the distribution of all or part of his, her or its Contribution Balance at
the end date;
(b) During the term of the trust:
(i) a Donor who is an individual may alter his or her nomination by making a
subsequent valid nomination during the Donor’s lifetime; and

LE

(ii) a Donor that is an entity (such as the trustee of a deceased estate, the trustee of
any other trust or a corporation) may alter its nomination by making a subsequent
valid nomination for as long as the entity exists;
and the Trustee shall only have regard to the last valid nomination made by the Donor;
(c) For any such nomination or subsequent nomination to be valid, the nomination must be:
(i) in the form set out in Schedule B;

(ii) submitted in writing to the Trustee; and

P

(iii) formally accepted by the Trustee in writing, and an endorsement by the Trustee on
the form is sufficient for this purpose;
(d) The Trustee may in its absolute discretion, refuse to accept a nomination or a
subsequent nomination;

M

(e) Where a Donor has nominated his or her estate, or where a Donor’s Contribution
Balance is to be dealt with under the terms of the Donor’s last Will, an individual Donor
is not required to notify the Trustee of any change to his or her last Will;
[Commentary: Note: alteration of a nomination once the trust is established may have state
duty, capital gains tax and other tax consequences for the trust.]

A

(f) At the end date, the Trustee shall distribute the Donor’s Contribution Balance to
the Specified Beneficiary in accordance with the Donor’s last valid nomination in
Schedule B;

S

(g) If, with regard to all or any part of the Donor’s Contribution Balance, the Donor has not
made a valid nomination, or if any Specified Beneficiary cannot receive a distribution,
the Trustee shall distribute that part of the Donor’s Contribution Balance to the Donor,
if living at the end date, or if not living, to the legal personal representative of the
Principal Beneficiary.

5

The Trustee

5.1 Qualifications of the Trustee
[Commentary: The requirement for at least two trustees is aimed at protecting the
principal beneficiary.]

(a) The Trustee must:
(i) in relation to an individual:
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(1) be an Australian resident;
(2) not have been convicted of an offence against or arising out of a law of the
Commonwealth, a State, Territory or a foreign country, being an offence of
dishonest conduct;
(3) not have been convicted of an offence against or arising out of the Social
Security Act, the Administration Act or the Veterans’ Entitlement Act; and
(4) not have been disqualified at any time from managing corporations under the
Corporations Act 2001;
(ii) in relation to a corporation, be a corporation with two or more directors who comply
with the requirements of sub-paragraph 5.1(a)(i); or

LE

(iii) be a Professional Trustee who complies with the requirements of sub-paragraphs
5.1(a)(i) or 5.1(a)(ii);
(b) If at any time the Trustee is not a corporation or a Professional Trustee, there must be
two or more individuals acting jointly as Trustee.

5.2 Resignation of Trustee

5.3 Trustee’s remuneration

P

Any Trustee may resign office by notice in writing given to the other Trustees and the
Appointor (if any) and such resignation shall take effect upon such notice being given.

M

(a) Any Trustee who is a Trustee Corporation shall be entitled to make all such usual
and proper charges for both professional and other services in the administration of
this Trust Fund and for the trustee’s time and trouble as the trustee would have been
entitled to make if not a Trustee and so employed;

A

(b) Any trustee who is a Professional Trustee other than a Trustee Corporation, will be
entitled to charge and be paid all professional or other charges for any business or
act done by him or her, or his or her firm, in connection with the special disability fund
hereof including acts which a trustee could have done personally as if he or she were
not such a trustee.

S

[Commentary: You can make broader provisions about remuneration to trustees if you wish,
subject to the limitations on payments to immediate family members and having regard to the
sole purpose of the trust.]

5.4 Delegation of Powers
The Trustee may in writing delegate the exercise of all or any of the powers or discretion
hereby conferred on the trustee to any other person or persons and may execute any
powers of attorney or other instrument necessary to give effect to such purpose, however
the Trustee (including the delegate) must at all times satisfy the requirements in sub-clause
5.1 regarding the qualifications of the Trustee.
[Commentary: The power of delegation operates in situations where the trustee is unable to
act – for example, where the trustee has gone away for a time, or has been hospitalised for a
short time but decisions need to be made about the operation of the trust. This clause should
be used where the trustee does not want to resign, or should not be forced to resign, but is
unable to exercise their duties for a definite period of time.]
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5.5 Extent of Trustee Responsibility
No Trustee shall be responsible for any loss or damage occasioned by the exercise of any
discretion or power hereby or by law conferred on the Trustee or by failure to exercise any
such discretion or power where the Trustee has acted honestly and reasonably.
[Commentary: This clause limits the trustees’ liability for mistakes or action which cause loss
to the trust. The trustees will only be liable for acting knowingly and deliberately wrongly.
This gives the trustees protection from many possible complaints, and confirms the trustees’
freedom of action. However, if you want the trustees to be subject to stricter control, you can
alter this clause to suit your requirements.]

LE

5.6 Liability and Indemnity
[Commentary: This gives the trustees the right to be covered by the trust for any expenses or
liabilities they incur from acting as trustees.]

Provided the Trustee has acted honestly and reasonably, the Trustee shall be entitled:
(a) to be reimbursed and indemnified for all costs and expenses (including legal costs
and state duty) incurred in relation to establishing, operating, administering, amending,
terminating and winding up the Trust Fund; and

P

(b) to be indemnified out of the assets for the time being comprising the Trust Fund against
liabilities incurred by it in the execution or attempted execution or as a consequence of
the failure to exercise any of the trusts authorities powers and discretions hereof or by
virtue of being the Trustee of the trust;

6

M

but shall have no recourse against the Principal Beneficiary or any of the Donors or
Specified Beneficiaries to meet such indemnity.

Management of Trust Funds

A

[Commentary: These provisions require the trustee to act prudently in managing the trust
assets and investments.]

6.1 Powers of Trustee

S

(a) The Trustee shall have such powers as are necessary to carry out their responsibilities
under these terms of trust and to fulfil the sole and ancillary purposes, and may
nominate any specific powers that they may require, save that the Trustees must at all
times administer the fund in accordance with the relevant Act governing Trustees, the
Social Security Act, the Administration Act and the Veterans’ Entitlements Act, and these
terms of trust;
(b) Without limiting the generality of the above sub-clause, the Trustee shall have the
specific power to open an account with a financial institution.

6.2 Standard of Care
The Trustee must, in managing the Trust Fund and the income generated from the Trust
Fund (including exercising a power of investment):
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(a) if the Trustee’s profession, business or employment is or includes acting as a Trustee or
investing money on behalf of other persons, exercise the care, diligence and skill that a
prudent person engaged in that profession, business or employment would exercise in
managing the affairs of other persons; or
(b) if the Trustee is not engaged in such a profession, business or employment, exercise
the care, diligence and skill that a prudent person would exercise in managing the
affairs of other persons.

6.3 Investment Strategy

LE

The Trustee must formulate and give effect to an investment strategy, for the purpose of
satisfying and fulfilling the sole purpose as defined in clause 2. Subject to these needs,
the investment strategy must have regard to:
(a) the risk involved in making, holding and realising, and the likely return from, the
Trust Fund’s investments having regard to its objectives and its expected cash
flow requirements;

P

(b) the composition of the Trust Fund’s investments as a whole including the extent to
which the investments are diverse or involve the Trust in being exposed to risks from
inadequate diversification;
(c) the effect of the proposed investment in relation to the tax liability of the trust;

M

(d) the liquidity of the Trust Fund’s investments having regard to its expected cash flow
requirements; and
(e) the ability of the Trust Fund to discharge its existing and prospective liabilities.

7

Appointment and Removal of Trustee

A

[Commentary: This clause shows the role of the appointor to control future changes of trustee.
It also provides the means to resolve any deadlocks between the trustees, avoiding the need
for court proceedings. You may adopt other means of dealing with any disputes.]

(a) Subject to sub-clause 5.1, the Appointor may at any time by writing:
(i) remove from office any Trustee (other than a Trustee appointed by the Court);

S

(ii) appoint a new or additional Trustee; or
(iii) appoint a replacement Trustee for any Trustee who resigns as Trustee or ceases to
be Trustee under any provision of these terms of trustor law;
(b) If any Trustee forms the opinion that a deadlock exists in relation to the administration of
the trust, the Trustees shall then be deemed to have resigned from their office and the
Appointor, or if no Appointor, the resigning Trustees shall appoint a Professional Trustee
(who is not a resigning Trustee) in accordance with this clause.
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8

Reporting & Audit Requirements

8.1 Keep Accounts
The Trustee must keep or cause to be kept proper accounts in respect of all receipts and
payments on account of the Trust Fund and all dealings connected with the Trust Fund.

8.2 Financial Statements & Reporting
[Commentary: The financial statements make up a financial report, which details the assets
and liabilities, and income and expenditure of the trust.]

(b) The financial statements must:

LE

(a) As soon as practicable after the end of each Accounting Period, the Trustee must
prepare or cause to be prepared written financial statements showing the financial
position of the trust at the end of that Accounting Period;
(i) where the Trustee is or includes a Trustee Corporation, be prepared in accordance
with all regulatory and legislative requirements applying to a Trustee Corporation; or

P

(ii) otherwise, be prepared by a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants
in Australia, CPA Australia or the National Institute of Accountants, who is not an
Immediate Family Member of the Principal Beneficiary;

M

(c) The Trustee must, on or before 31 March each year, forward to the Secretary the
financial statements in relation to the previous financial year.

8.3 Audit Requirements

A

[Commentary: An audit is a formal examination of the trust’s accounts and financial position by
an independent party. It may also check on compliance with applicable laws, regulations and
Centrelink and DVA requirements.]

(a) An audit of the trust may be requested for the previous financial year ended on 30 June
or other period as determined by legislative instrument pursuant to the Social Security
Act or the Veterans’ Entitlements Act by;

S

(i) the Principal Beneficiary;
(ii) an Immediate Family Member;
(iii) a legal guardian or financial administrator of the Principal Beneficiary
(under Commonwealth, State or Territory law);
(iv) a person acting as guardian for the Principal Beneficiary on a long-term basis; or
(v) the Secretary;
(b) If an audit request is received, the Trustee must within a reasonable time:
(i) cause an audit of the trust to be carried out unless already carried out for the
relevant time period; and
(ii) provide a copy of the audit report to the person requesting the audit, to any guardian
or administrator and to the Secretary;
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(c) The audit must be in accordance with the requirements of any legislative instrument
made pursuant to 1209T(7) of the Social Security Act or 52ZZWG(7) of the Veterans’
Entitlements Act;
(i) where the Trustee is or includes a Trustee Corporation, be carried out in accordance
with all regulatory and legislative requirements applying to a Trustee Corporation; or

9

Miscellaneous

9.1 Waiver of Contravention

LE

(ii) otherwise, be carried out by a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants
in Australia, CPA Australia or the National Institute of Accountants, who is not an
Immediate Family Member of the Principal Beneficiary or the person who prepared
the Financial Statements.

[Commentary: This sub-clause gives the trustees the power to seek approval from Centrelink
or DVA for the trust to continue as a special disability trust if the rules for special disability trusts
have been infringed in some way.]

The Trustee shall have the power to:

P

(a) seek a waiver of contravention from the Secretary in relation to contravention of any
requirement of the Social Security Act or the Veterans’ Entitlements Act by the trust
which would disqualify the trust from being a special disability trust under the Social
Security Act or the Veterans’ Entitlements Act, if not for the contravention; and

M

(b) take the necessary steps to comply with any conditions imposed by the Secretary
by way of a waiver notice under section 1209U of the Social Security Act or section
52AAAWH of the Veterans’ Entitlements Act and any related legislative instrument
made pursuant to these sections.

A

9.2 Amending the Trust

[Commentary: Another important role for the appointor.]

S

(a) Save as provided in this sub-clause the terms of these terms of trust shall not be
capable of being revoked added to or varied;
(b) If there is for the time being an Appointor, the Trustee with the consent in writing of
the Appointor, may at any time and from time to time by Deed amend the provisions
whether of these terms of trust or of any Deed executed pursuant to this sub-clause but
so that such amendment:
(i) shall be made only if it would not cause the trust to become non- compliant with
the requirements of Part 3.18A of the Social Security Act or Division 11B of the
Veterans’ Entitlements Act in relation to special disability trusts; and
(ii) does not infringe any law against perpetuities; and
(iii) shall be made only if it is not made in favour of or for the benefit of or so as to result
in any benefit to the settlor; and
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(iv) does not affect the beneficial entitlement to any amount allocated for or otherwise
vested in the Principal Beneficiary prior to the date of the amendment.
(c) The operation of this sub-clause shall not prevent:
(i) the Trustee accepting a nomination in accordance with subsection 4.2; and
(ii) the Trustee exercising its powers of nomination in accordance with sub-clause 6.1.

9.3 Definitions

LE

In these terms of trust unless the context otherwise requires the following expressions shall
have the following meanings:
‘accounting period’ means such period as the Trustee may from time to time determine to
be an accounting period and subject to any contrary determination by it means such period
of twelve months ending on the 30th day of June in each year PROVIDED firstly that the
period commencing on the date of these terms of trust and ending on the 30th day of June
next shall be an accounting period and secondly that the period commencing on the first
day of July prior to the end date and ending on the end date shall be an accounting period.
‘the Administration Act’ means the Social Security (Administration) Act 1999 (Cth).

P

‘the Appointor’ means the person or persons named in these terms of trust, subject to any
appointment to the contrary made in accordance with sub-clause 1.6.

M

‘Child’ in relation to a Principal Beneficiary has the meaning given to it by section 1209R of
the Social Security Act and section 52ZZZWE(5) of the Veterans’ Entitlements Act.
‘Compensation’ has the meaning given to it under Part 1.2 of the Social Security Act and
under Division 5A of the Veterans’ Entitlements Act.

A

‘Contributions’ are money, investments and other assets, donations, gifts, endowments, trust
distributions and other forms of financial assistance paid or transferred by a Donor on an
unconditional basis and accepted by the Trustee as additions to the Trust.
‘Donor’ means any person who makes a Contribution to the Trust Fund, but who is
not the Settlor.

S

‘Immediate family member’ has the meaning given by section 23 (1) of the Social Security
Act and section 5Q(1) of the Veterans’ Entitlements Act.
‘Invest’ means employ funds in a manner permitted by these terms of trust and ‘investment’
shall have a corresponding meaning.
‘Partner’ has the meaning given by section 4(1) of the Social Security Act and section 5E(1)
of the Veterans’ Entitlements Act, whichever is applicable.
‘Professional Trustee’ means:
(a) a Trustee Corporation; or
(b) an Australian Legal Practitioner within the meaning of the (NSW) Legal Profession
Act 2004 or the equivalent within its legislative equivalent in other Australian States
or Territories.
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‘the Principal Beneficiary’ means the person named in these terms of trust as the principal
beneficiary and who fulfils the requirements set out in section 1209M of the Social Security
Act or 52ZZZWA of the Veterans’ Entitlements Act.
‘Secretary’ has the meaning given by section 23 of the Social Security Act and section 5Q of
the Veterans’ Entitlements Act.
‘the Social Security Act’ means the Social Security Act 1991 (Cth).
‘Specified Beneficiary’ means a person or entity nominated to receive a residuary benefit in
accordance with the procedures set out in clause 4 and Schedule B.

‘the Trust Fund’ means:
(a) the settled sum;

LE

‘the Trustee’ means the Trustee or Trustees for the time being of this Trust (as named in
these terms of trust) whether original, additional or substituted.

(b) all moneys and other property of any description whatsoever paid or transferred to and
accepted by the Trustee as additions to the Trust Fund;
(c) the accumulation of net income as provided for in sub-clause 2.4;

P

(d) all accretions to the Trust Fund;

(e) the investments and property from time to time representing the moneys property
accumulations accretions and additions or any part or parts thereof respectively.
‘Trustee Corporation’ means:

M

(a) a corporate body authorised by and regulated under the (NSW) Trustee Companies
Act 1964 or its equivalent in other Australian States or Territories to carry on business
as a trustee company; and

A

(b) the Public Trustee created by the (NSW) Public Trustee Act 1913 or its equivalent in
other Australian States or Territories.
‘Uncommercial Transaction’ means the provision of a financial or other benefit on
terms which:

S

(a) would not be reasonable in the circumstances if the benefit were provided under an
agreement arrangement between independent parties dealing at an arm’s length with
each other in relation to the transaction; or
(b) are more favourable to the party to the transaction (not being the Trustee) than the
terms referred to in paragraph (a) of this definition;
and which a reasonable person in the position of the Trustee would not have entered into
having regard to all relevant circumstances.
‘Veterans’ Entitlement Act’ means the Veterans’ Entitlements Act 1986 (Cth).

9.4 Interpretation
In these terms of trust:
(a) The singular includes the plural and vice versa, each gender includes the other
genders and references to persons include corporations and other legal persons;
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(b) References to any statute shall include any statutory amendment or re-enactment
thereof or statutory provisions substituted therefore;
(c) Headings are inserted for ease of reference and do not form part of these terms of
trust and shall not affect the construction of these terms of trust;

LE

(d) If by reason of the inclusion of any word, description or provision in these terms of
trust, all or any part of these terms of trust would be invalid, then these terms of trust
is to be construed as if the word, description or provision were not included in these
terms of trust.

9.5 Applicable Law

S

A

M

P

These terms of trust are governed by the laws of [State/Territory to be inserted].
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[Commentary: Note: these execution clauses are not required if the trust is established by Will.
A will must be executed in accordance with the formalities in the relevant law governing Wills.]

EXECUTED AS A DEED
SIGNED SEALED AND DELIVERED by
[SETTLOR]

]
]

in [State] in the presence of:

]

………………………………………………

LE

................................................................................
Witness
EXECUTED by [TRUSTEE CO] PTY LTD
(ACN [number]) in accordance with the
Corporations Act:

P

……………………………………………….. Director

M

……………………………………………….. Director/Secretary

]
]

in [State] in the presence of:

]

………………………………………………

A

SIGNED SEALED AND DELIVERED by
[TRUSTEE]

................................................................................

S

Witness

SIGNED SEALED AND DELIVERED by
[TRUSTEE]

]
]

in [State] in the presence of:

]

................................................................................
Witness
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………………………………………………

Schedule A
Special Disability Trust Asset Register
Donor One
Full Name:

Market value of Contribution at
time of transfer

Date of
Contribution

M

P

Contribution description

LE

Address:

Full Name:
Address:

A

Donor Two

S

Contribution description

Market value of Contribution at
time of transfer

Date of
Contribution
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Schedule B
Nomination of Specified Beneficiary Form
[If a Donor wishes to make a nomination, this form is to be completed when the Donor
makes their initial contribution. This nomination will apply to subsequent contributions
made by the same Donor]

Donor Name:…………………………………………………………………………………………..

LE

Address: ………………………………………………………………..…….......…………….…..…
To the trustee:

Upon the end of the trust, I nominate the following person or persons to receive my
Donor’s Contribution balance: [Note: Repeat the alternatives below as required]

P

Specified Beneficiary

…………………… %

M

Myself, or if I am deceased, then my legal personal
representative. [Note: the Will of the donor, or the intestacy
laws as they apply to the donor’s estate, will govern the
distribution in this case.]

% Contribution Balance

The legal personal representative of the Principal
Beneficiary. [Note: the Will of the Principal Beneficiary, or
the intestacy laws as they apply to the Principal Beneficiary’s
estate, will govern the distribution in this case.]
…………………… %

b) If on the end date, [name] is not surviving, then the
children of [name] who are surviving, and if more
than one as tenants in common in equal shares.

…………………… %

c)

If on the end date, no person specified in two preceding
paragraphs is surviving, then the legal personal
representative of [name].

…………………… %

In accordance with any directions I may leave in my last
Will that are specific as to the distribution of my Donor’s
contribution balance of this trust. [Note: If no directions
are included in the Will, the default provisions as set out in
subclause 4.2 will apply.]

…………………… %

40

S

A

a) My
[husband/wife/partner/child/niece/nephew/friend]
[full name] of [address].
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[Full name of charity, and if applicable, ACN or ARBN] of
[address of charity].

…………………… %

[Note: Always include if there are any gifts to charities] With
respect to any distribution to a charitable organisation
pursuant to this nomination:
a) if the organisation cannot receive a gift, then that gift
shall be made to the charitable organisation in Australia
that the trustees consider most nearly fulfils the objects I
intend to benefit; and

LE

b) the receipt of the authorised officer for the time being,
of the organisation benefiting under this clause shall be
sufficient discharge to the trustees.
Other

P

Signed:

…………………… %

__________________________________ __________________________________
[Witness]

M

[Donor]

Dated:

S

A

Dated:
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